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SEEDTIME AND HARVEST AT ONCE

GETTING A JURY

Tim Kvrnlnjt Cltlsen, In AdTance, 93 per ytm.
Ivilvwd ly Carrlorw, 60 cent per month.

PENNSYLVANIA HAS NO T VETOED

IS ft TEDIOUS

WILL INDORSE

CONSTITUTION

T ASK

SEN. KNOX

OF OKLAHOMA

EIGHT

L
I

Want You to Close Up the Panel Cannot Possibly be Had
Before Late Next
Deal" Said Bulkeley
Week.

Wells.
ALLEGED

HAYWOOD

MURDERER
FAILED

Chicago Tribune Says That Roosevelt Denies That He ReThe Sentiment of Keystone
jected Work of Recent
State Is Fixed.
New State Delegates.

TO REPLY

TAKING

ACTIVE

NOMINATION

INTEREST IN TRIAL

WILl

PRESIDENT DISAPPROVES

PLEASE PRESIDENT

OF

M

PROVISIONS

Does Colorado's Adjutant General One Fourth of Peremptory Chal
Want Adams to Peach on
lenges Have been ExHaywood.
hausted.

Nomination Would be an Indorsement of the Roosevelt
Policies.

But There Is Question as to
Whether They Conflict With
Doctrines of Republic.

AVallace. Idaho, May 18. General
Bulkeley Wells, of Colorado, arrived
here yesterday and called at the Jail
where Steve Adams is confined, pending a retrial for the murder of Fred
Taylor.
According to the report of Adams
to his attorney, J. H. Wourms, Wells
.said: "I want you to close up the
deal." Adams replied nothing.
WournTS believes that Wells came
liere to fret Adams to testify against
Moyer, Haywood and Pettlbone and
that the "deal" referred to meant a
promise of immunity to Adams.
Wells denied having: Interviewed
Adams and said he came to Wallace
on private business.

Chicago, May 18. A special to the
Tribune
says:
from Washington
L'ntted States Senator Philander C.
Knox Is to be endorsed by the state
convention of Pennsylvania,
which
meets June 6th, as the choice of the
Keystone state, for president.
It can be said authoritatively that
President Roosevelt will
express
gra.tifnca.tlon over the action of the
convention because he will regard It
as an endorsement of his policies.

C nor the secreer President Roosevelt
tary of war, Mr. Taat. has ever
authorized anyone to av that the president would reject the Oklahoma constitution or refuse to Issue the proclamation admitting the new state If
the proposed constitution were adopted by the people.
It is true that both the president

SUCCESSFUL

TEST

OF DIVING

BELLS

Newport, R. I., May 18. The sub
marines, tne octopus and the lake
came to the surface Thursday afternoon after a successful trial of twen
hours under water.
It is estimated that the first named
boat could have remained under wa
days without trouble
ter for forty-fiv- e
as far as power was concerned, but
no test was made of its staying' qual
ities in other respects.
ty-fo- ur

TO KXTERTAIX .TAPAVFSE
S.MtOUS IN NEW YORK.
New York, May 18. A dinner and
reception was given lfrst night at the
Hotel Astor, the guests of honor being Viscount Aoki, the Japanese Ambassador
at Washington
General
Kuroki, Vice Admiral Ijui and the
officers of the Japanese ships. The
committee in charge or the arrange
ments consists of Cornelius N. Bliss,
General Benjamin P. Tracy, Paul
Morton, Seth Low, August Belmont,
K. S. A. do Lima. Dr. William J,
Schieffelin, and Lindsay Russell.

Boise, Idaho, May 18. With the
opening of the court this morning
the attorneys continued the long task
of securing a Jury to try Haywood.
There were twelve men in the box
when today's proceedings began, and
only five of the twenty peremptory
challenges had been exercised three
by the prosecution and two by the
defense.
v. ork of securing
Tl--e
a Jury continued to drag this forenoon and the
major portion of next week will bo
consumed In completing the task.
The sixth, seventh and eighth per
emptory challenges were used before
noon, the state excusing one and the
defense excusing two of the panel.
Haywood frequently consulted with
his counsel as the examination of
talesmen progressed, and particularly
on the exercise of challenge rights.
Securing Jury Discouraging Work.
Yesterday morning hope ran high
that the seats now filled with tales
men qualified to the peremptory chal
lenge point would be changed to a
box of real Jurymen by the end of
the session. But the fact that eleven
talesmen were exhausted In the ef
fort to fill one seat vacated by a per
emptory challenge, and that tt took
two hours and a half to qualify one
man for cause alone at the half day's
session yesterday, showed there i3 an
increasing reluctance on the part of
To this may
the talesmen to serve.
be added the Increasingly wide score
of the interrogations put by the de
fense in which, by the way, the prose
cution is not slow to follow suit.
SHH'kil Venire Muy Not Fill Panel.
Again the Judge himself has up to
the present not denied a single chal
lenge from either side.
Xotwith
n
standing the fact that
talesmen are yet to be called from
the special venire summoned by Sheriff Hodgin, the fear Is expressed that
this venire may be exhausted and an
other will have to be called.
With twelve men in the box and
eighteen peremptory challenges
to
come it is likely that every challenge
will be exhausted, and it is thought
quite possible that it will be neces
sary for the sheriff once more to
scour the country for available Jurymen. Such a contingency would undoubtedly cause another protracted
delay.
Additional witnesses are arriving on
every train. The activities of those
Interested on both sides continue.
They even Increase.

ORE AMBASSADOR TO JAPAN COMMITTEE

COYOTE

WILL RUN

TENDERS RESIG- -

$1,000

AETER

IN GOLD

OE

SEVEN

'FRISCO

POLICE

Oxendine Mine Is Two Allies Retiring Official States No Resignation of Mayor Schmitz
From Soda
Reason Why He Leaves
Is Very Much In
Springs.
the Service.
Doubt.
MANZANOS

ALIVE
MICHIGAN
PROSPECTORS

WITH

MAN
GETS

GRAFT COMMISSION
THE JOB
REFUSED RESIGNATION

G. Oxendine, the discoverer of the
Washington, D. C, May 18. It was
recent rich strike of gold in the Man-zan- o announced at the state department
mountains, said this morning, today that Thomas J. O'Brien, of
when asked what the ore from the Michigan, the United States minister
new prospect would assay, that it to Copenhagen, would become amwould run close to 1,000 a ton.
bassador to Japan In September upon
"I want you to understand that I the retirement of Luke K. Wright, of
was not worktifg on a grub-stak- e
Tennessee, who has given notice to
when I discovered that gold, too," the department liat ho wished to
continued Mr. Oxendine.
leave th service trt that date.
"I have been living in Xew Mexico
A successor to O'Brien at Copenyears, twelve of which hagen has not as yet been selected.
for twenty-tw- o
I
spent
have
prospecting in the Hell
NASHVILLE TO HAVE
and Coyote canyons district, and I
A NEW HOSTELRY,
never
have
accepted
a grub-stak- e
yet.
Nashville. Tenn., May 18. This
The way that U G. Rosentield became
city is to have a new hotel to be
T
Interested in the property was that I
built by S. Hartman that will be six
gave
him half of nine claims for
stories in height and will front fifty
money enough to prospect them.
feet on Broadway, and will run back
"Altogether I have fourteen claims
125 feet, and contain 200 rooms, half
IN
In the district and on two of them
of them with bath rooms. It will
we found ore. I have one shaft 15 i
cost between $75,000 and $80,000. It
will huVe a restaurant, and will be
feet deep that shows a large body of
run on the European plan. It will
ore running 2 Vi per cent copper and
DEATH
be the highest hotel in the city.
about $5 in gold, and then Mr.
and myself have the new pros
pect mat unquestionably is the great-- !
est find ever made In the district.
PRESBYTERIANS
NEW YORK CLUBMAN
Formation iron ouurtsite.
(Chicago Capitalist Gives Ills
"The new prospect is about two!
miles from Coyote springs and north
SflVP
Own F Iff tf
IV OUVU
.1,..
of CovotR pniivmi
At
E
wnere tne shart is sunk, the mounWife.
tain dips east and the rock formations dip in the same direction.
At
forty-si- x
feet we encountered a vein
QUESTION
or iron ore about four feet In thickChicago. 111.. May IS. In a collos-lo- n
CABBY
ness. We hadn't cut entirely through
between Ills automobile
and a
this, when we encountered the Iron wagon, William C. McClintock, a requartsite showing of gold.
Where tired capitalist, was almost instantly
we struck it the vein was only about killed here yesterday.
Dr. Wills, of New York. Re- Tragedy the Result of a Quar- an
He threw himself in the way of a
Inch thick and half an inch wide.
shaft, which otherwise would have
In a distance of eight feet it has widfuses to Act on ComMrs. McClintock,
and by go
ened to three feet in thickness, anu I struck gave
rel Over a Commission
doing
his own life to save his
believe that we have struck It rich.
wife.
mittee Report.
Assays Vary.
Claimed by Victim.
"Regarding what the ore will as-- 1
say." continued
Mr. Oxendine,
"I
would not like to say.
We have had AUTHOR DIES CORRECTColumbus, Ohio, May 18. The first
Washington, D. C, May IS. Gas- a number
assays
of
made,
they
and
indication in the Presbyterian gen- ton C. Philip, a prominent clubman, vary; some of them are low
and some
eral assembly of the smoldering anti- early today hot and dangerously of them are high."
pathy toward a temperance report wounded Frank G. Mackaboy, a carwas
at
point
this
It
in his conversaPROOFS OF
came today, when Dr. David Wills, riage driver, with whom he had been tion that Mr. Oxendine stated that the
ore
run
would
more
than $1,000 a
Jr., of Oswego, N. Y., who was ap- spending the night, after an alterca- ton.
The reporter asked him if it
pointed Friday by Moderator William tion In the Arlington hotel.
would go $100 a ton. and the old
They came to the hotel in Philips' miner
LAW BOOK
H. Roberts, handed in. his resignation automobile.
didn't wait to take a breath to
that it would go more than
with an absolute refusal to serve.
The chauffeur said that they had say
$1,000.
He said he did not wish to be at been quarreling over a commission
Claims Being Taken Up.
Mackaboy claimed, presumably for
the head of a committee, which would services
According to Mr. Oxendine the newDenver, Colo., May 18. J. Warner
as a guide.
be the target or the shafts of those
strike has taken a laree number of Mills, a lawyer who Is the author of
opposed to such a report.
excited prospectors to Coyote canyon. many legal books, who died yesterA movement to shelve the report
jie saia mat people were out there day, succeeded in correcting the last
HEARST IS RECREATING staking
lias been started.
out claims before he had the proofs of his latest work the Irrigaassays on his ore, and that they have tion Manuel." before his Illness
There is a strong opposition to the
corn- n
league, many of the combeen coming more and more every p'etely overcame him.
missioners declaring they will not
day
since. A large number
are
I jirly Interest In Law
vote to continue the work of the
IN SAN FRANCISCO
camped In the canyon and the hills!
r
mmn wo hn.n i
J.
league and claiming that
are full of men armed with picks and caster, Wis., In 1S52. He was thet son
the young
and old people's societies should take
country
shovels.
The
for
miles
nf
.
hii
,..k. ......
Jn.in t 1 ii,i
,
,
tt an
up the work of the league in the
i. laiuci
ecu suiKeu on ana a genuine mining circuit n court Judge of hi.
the
Lancaster
church.
boom has struck the district.
district. From earliest childhood Mr.
Wayne Wheeler, superintendent of
Ihat gold should be found in the Mills took a deep
In the law
the league, who is urging his friends
vicinity of Coyote and Hell canyons and all legal affairs,Interest
and when barely
to stand by the league, savs that the
no
is
years
surprise,
nuggold
tor
in
was
teens
his
to be seen In
movement against the league was
gets, some of them large enough for his father's law often
olllce and In spare
tatted by prohibitionists who orought Special to The Evening Citizen.
watch
charms,
have
been
found
in
to
momenta
h
Flagstaff,
May
forward the
liked
of legal
Ariz.,
18.
read
William
as
council
a substitute, hoping that the later or- It. Hearst, wife and Mrs. A. W. Tovey, the silt and gravel of both canyons tangles
even
and
several
miles
from
the
ganization
His early schooling was secured In
would superceed
the sister of Mrs. Hearst, arrived yester- mountains on the mesa, where
league finally.
the Lancaster.
day on the limited from the west.
Later on he went to the
decay
of the mountains
has been University of Wisconsin, from which
.Moderator Roberts has appointed They were met at the train by Hon.
ra
floods,
Ajshurst
Rev. Henry K. Deskere. of Louisville, H. F.
and are registered at S'?"l?e.l'y
he was graduated
?S and ca,rried,by
honors In the
gold was originally a part'class of '75. Long with
as the successor to Wills unon the the Hotel Weatherford.
Mr. Hearst
before this he had
is well known as the owner of the or the mountains has been known, resolved to study law and become a
temperance committee.
The temperance controversy did not San Francisco Examiner and the Los and it is believed that there must be member of the oar.
Mr. Mills'
in the place where It came Her studies and liking for the law
and also owns
get upon the Hour of the assembly to- Angeles Examiner
. ui.
in Chicago and New from. Mr. Oxendine s success conies nrnvwi
r
day because of an adjournment newspapers
vt,i.
York.
after twelve years f tireless work.
taken soon after noon.
time,
obliged
wa
to
as
he
law
read
He
here for the purpose of tryModerator Roberts, in a statement ing to isforget
about a year in his father's office
that be owns any newsthe press, expressed his determingraduation
after
being
his
it
before
papers and to escape the cares of BURGLARS STEAL
ation that the temperance question business
qualified to practice law.
$13,600
He was
for a time. He expects to
.shall be settled at this meeting.
admitted to the Wisconsin bar late
a trip to the Navajo and Moqui
make
In the year Ivti and practiced with
The assembly will convene again on reservations,
and to other points of
Monday.
until the spring of 1877.
interest in this vicinity. His stay
WORTHJF STAMPS hisAtfather
that time Mr. Mills decided to
is
here
indefinite and may be for
A Hen Adopts Tm
branch out for himself and came to
only a few days or some weeks.
He
Pis.
Colorado, a place of opportunity and
Hingh.imtnii, May IX. Having lost intends to thoroughly enjoy mounthen,
but spiis.lv settled. Ho located
her own brood a setting hen owned tain life during his stay and obtain a
Pasadena. Cat. May 18. The
in Lake c'lty and there hung out his
by J 11. sharpe, of Stella, a suburb much needed lest from the cases of
Pasadena main postoftice was
shingle. After four years his pracbusiness, but is not heie for his
entered by burglars early today,
this city, has adopted some
tice became so extensive and lucrative
the safe was blown
open by
substitutes.
After her health.
that he felt oWe to take unto himburglars, who stole $ lg.om) in
chii kens died the hen appeared to
self a wife, and in 18S1 he was mar
unbroken packages of stamps.
be liicousiilable, until she found two
Pardons Coin ir(.
.oirnor
ried to Miss Sarah Delia Wilde, of
Mnall pigs that had been left mothHelena. Mont.. Miv IS (Joveriior
o
Lake City, the .laughter of a
erless.
She adopted them, and Is Toole has pardoned Setii Dix. ronviet.
farmer of Dubuque, Iowa.
A WI Fk
WWT
bringing them up successfully, alI of
second degree murder in Yell
l
though she seems worried that they owstone countv six veai- MVt. Ill I It
IIU May
a' ,. and San Francisco.oit Cal.,
do not !. ke kindly to worm diet given thirty years ii, the penitentiary.
Is. All intoi in i:ikm) or
icoiv
union breuer workers and wagon ruiivMiA iti:i:i.i;r Mmiti-M;The lien i lucks to the pigs, gathers The governor slates tii.it
case
had
the
Olivers
city
nf this
went out on a
Atlanta. ia.. May 18. The broththem under iter wings at night, and been taken to the supreme ciur; he strike this
morning.
They demand erhood of Hallway Trainmen today
cares for them as carefully as though would h ive been di.si h ji g i because an
increase of wages from $20 to ;5
P. IL Morrlutey a grand
tliey were her own.
of insufficient evidence.
a Week.
master without opposition.
fifty-seve-

RESULTS

Ros-enfie- ld

SPLIT

SHOOTS BIS

-

-

anti-saloo-

j

a.

w.-irne-

t '.'.

inter-churc-

ear-mo-

re

San Francisco. May 18. Notwith
standing many contradictory stories
ioiu aoout tne scope and power of
the committee of seven, It Is generally
believed that the administration of
municipal an airs is to some extent In
us nanus.
agreement.
In a written
Mavor
Rchmlti has bound himself. It Is said.
to carry out any request which this
committee may make of him.
The committee has already begun
an investigation of the police department and will gradually extend the
scope or its inquiries to other depart
ments of the city government of iian
e ranclsco.
Kuef stands Pat on Statement.
San Francisco. Mav 18. Although
Abraham Ituef was on the verge of
collapse when excused from the witness stand in pie grand jury room
yesterday, he passed a restful night
aim took a brisk walk this morning,
accompanied by Elisor llibby.
When spoken to regarding
the
statement made by Mayor Schmitz
that Ituef had lied In slating he had
paid bribes to the mayor, Ruef do
(lined to make any comment beyond
saying that his statement was made
under oath and that It could be de
pended upon.
Offer of SHinilU Refused.
During the last few days Mayor
Schmitz Is said to have renewed his
offer to tender his resignation to the
graft prosecution, upon certain conditions, and this offer has been definite
ly and emphatically refused, although
it has the support of a number of
prominent men in the business com
munity.
The mayor proposed to resign, nro- vided the present board of supervisors
were removed from office and a committee of seven prominent business
men, to be named by Schmitz, were
tp be allowed to name a new board of
supervisors.
The graft prosecution
did not approve of this scheme for
obvious reasons and refused to Consider It.
However, this proposition was accepted In part, filially.
Comiiiist-lo- ii
Will Kai.:lnc
Monday.
Next Monday the grand Jury will
consider evidence against Hehmltz
which has been supplied by Ruef. and
It is expected that the mayor will be
Indicted for accepting bribes from the
United Railroads and other corporations.
It Is probable that Ituef will
be the principal witness before the
grand Jury against Schmitz, although
Assistant District Attorney Francis J.
Heney has not yet decided to call
Ituef before the Inquisitorial body in
person on Monday. It Is said that
much of the testimony which Kuef
has given against Schmitz can be
by
corroborated
direct
evidence.
William J. Burns and his staff of operatives are now busy preparing this
prosecution
evidence.
The
of
Schmitz is to be rushed through as
fast as possible, and his case will be
the first one to come to trial.
The startling crisis which has been
reached in the graft prosecution by
the confession of Ituef, however, has
furnished many new sensations, and
It is impossible to predict what the
next day will bring forth. The need
of an immediate reorganization of the
municipal government is considered
of vital Importance by the graft
and nothing will be left undone to accomplish speedily this
work.
pros-eeutlo- n,

T01ST0E ACQUITTED

MUHKtiMUStl

well-to-d-

i:ii.

OF HIGH TREASON
St. Petersburg. Russia, May IS.
Count
Ieonvitch Tolstoi, sou of
the famous author, who was arrested
February last, charged with high
treason lu publishing his father's latest political pamphlet, has been acquitted.
The court, however, ordered the
Russian edition burned and the plate
dest royed.

Io

Metal Market.
Lead and
dull; unchanged.

New York, May 18.

WIDKKLEIi DF.MKS OFFFll
OF SCHOOIi PItFSIDKXCY.
Berkeley, May IS. President Benjamin Ide Wheeler, of the University
of California, has denied that he received tho offer of the presidency of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as mentioned In the dispatches from Boston.
LAVA FLOW FKOM
STIUMBOLI STOPS.
Naples, May 18. The flow of lava
rrom Stromboli has decreased since
Sunday and the village of San Bartolo
Is no longer In danger.
This morning
the crater again threw up a considerable quantity of white hot. scoriae to
a great height.
Trolley to Arrowhead.
May
San Bernardino.
18.
San
Bernardino will have trolley connection with the Arrowhead hotel resort
within two weeks. The wire has been
strung and the ties laid for nearly
tne entire distance and cars are now
running within three miles of the
hotel.

CHRISTENED

TODAY

Madrid. Spain. May 18. The
Baptism of ihe heir to the Span- ish throne. Prince of the Astur- las, born May 10, took place In
tne private chapel of the palace
nt noon today.

'

f
jf

LONGSHOREMEN
STRIK E
BE TO END
Sea Lines
Combine Against DocK
Workers.

Thirty-Si-

Deep

x

New York, May 18.

An announce-

ment was made today that the finance committee of the International
Marine Mercantile company has ordered that the strike of longshoremen
should be fought to a finish.
The committee also authorized the
expenditure of any amount of money
to carry out the agreement entered
Into with thirty-fiv- e
other deep sea
lines to fight the strike.

WEALTHIEST
GOES

ON WAR PATH

KMlAr.FJ) BY HIS FAII.l ltF
OBTAIN
"F1KF.

PlH-MK-TA-H-

WATKK,"

A

THINGS VP.

TO

r

May 18.

Neith-

and Secretary of War Tttft regard the
constitution as objectionable In many
respects. As the leader of his party,
the president might suggest with full
propriety opposition of the people to
the constitution which would result
In Its defeat.
If the constitution Is not republican
In form, he would be required under
his oath and the enabling act to refuse to recognize the new state. But
in doing this he would have to cite
the Instance or Instances In which
the constitution did not provide for
a republican form of government
That both the president and Secretary
Taft sanction the opposition of republican leaders in Oklahoma to the constitution Is true. But any statement
from whatever quarter that the president will disapprove the constitution
if adopted is without authority from
him or from his secretary of war.
In the heated contest which will
be precipitated in Oklahoma
difference between opposition to the
the constitution and the refusal on the part
of the president to accept the new
state under its constitution should be
clearly borne In mind. The gerrymander undertaken In the constitution Is objectionable, but It Is
Another strong objection
urged to one qf the worst features of
the constitution is limitation placed
on the tax levy for public school purposes.
While this objection might be sufficient to warrant the president, as
leader of his party, in declaring his
opinion that the people of Oklahoma
should turn down the constitution, it
clearly , would not authorlz
him to 1.
refuse the state admission to the A
union. When the American- - union
was formed there was not one of the
thirteen states which had made provision for public schools.
The American public school system
Is comparatively a recent
provision.
Only a few years ago, many of the
southern states had made no provision for public schools.
While the
failure of the f ranters of the Oklahoma constitution to provide for adequate public schools might prove calamitous, it would not be a denial of
a republican form of government.
Other states beside Oklahoma have
constitutions which in practical operprovide
ation
for gerrymanders.
Rhode Island Is such a state, and its
Infamous provisions have rendered it
impossible to eliminate Aldrlch from
the senate. A town of 100,000 Inhabitants In Rhode Island has one
vote in the legislature, ftnd a town Of
200 inhabitants has a vote. Connecticut also Is a state which has constitutional provisions which make It Impossible to overthrow Its legislature.
The feature of the constitution
which appears to be thoroughly objectionable from the adminlstratlv
viewpoint Is the one which provide
that a court cannot punish lor contempt, but that the person charged
with a refusal to observe the edicts
of the court can call for a trial by
Jury. This most objectionable provision, while It wlil be bitterly opposed,
would not warrant the president in
refusing admission to the new state.
It does not in itself do violence to republican Institutions however muh
it may hamper or render Impossible
the orderly processes of the courts.
If provisions should be found In
the constitution which would Justify
the nreslilent In tr,icl.-ilrtiniitui
constitution unrepublican in form had
ueen proposed, it is no violation or
confidence to assert that '.i would refuse to recognize it.
Although the Oklahoma leaders hnd
apaprently reached no dertnit? conclusions as to policy with regard to a
rhd
slate Hekef In vlautaken by the administration, it would
seem to be a loregone conclus'o.t that
tliev Would llomlioire 4
lir. Lf..t
and organize politically r
the
constitution.
To tint It nmilhr
It lj rin.,
homa's business to defeat an nbjee- opiionauie constitution.
position to rhu eon stf t it ini.,,t their
fhu
puhlleans who visited Washlnton and
who ure coining Here again should
Uft lie itermiited to misi
th
attitude either of the president or the
secretary of war. Whatever they may
say in regard to certain objectionable
features of the constitution any Intimation that the president will decline to admit the st ,te will be repudiated.
n?

riittttittrrtrtTi
'

D.

.

PRINCE ALFONSO

:!:

tsTUtS

Tulsa, I. T.. May 18. Disappointed
over his failure to buv "tire water"
and enraged because his monthly Income had not increased In proportion
to the advance in the price of crude
oil, former chief of the Usages Puh- tore up and scattered to
the winds more than $1,000 In new
bank notes the other day on the
streets of this city.
This Croesus of the Osage tribe,
who is rated at $2,O0o,oO in bis own
right, is believed to be the richest Indian in the world today. His monthly Income from oil and gas royulties
alone exceeds $30. nut). Ho handles
the estate of his entire family, consisting of three wives and seventeen
children, whose combined wealth, at
tile present price of crude oil, is said
to be at least $10,000,000.
The old chief lives in a miserable
log hut, about eighteen miles from
here, lu the rockrlhbed hills of the
Osage Nation, and those who know
him Intimately say that bis house resembles a barn rather than a place
of human habitation.
He rarely visits a white settlement
and when "bootleggers" cannot be
found. he becomes enraged and
threatens dire vengeance against the
whita race. His threats.
however,
mean nothing, for be Is too lazy to
make an effort toward white persons.
His own sous declare hun harmless,
and say that since oil and gas have
been discovered on their lands ami
great riches have come to the family
l oss,
the chief is grow ing
except
w hen whisky is at hand.
Kvery member of the Osage tribe,
consisting of about 2.000, is worth
115,000.
Those who were fortunate
in selecting
their lands along the
jiinety-siKt- h
meridian, in the midcon-tineoil field, are immensely
me-ta--

nt

cop-pe-

Washington.

.

vnrnr

Ivan-a- s
- l or Tuft.
Topeka. Kan. Is The republican
state central committee at its meeting here endorsed Tift as the favorite
of the Kansas politicians to succeed
Roosevelt as president. The people of
Kansas have already prettv well demonstrated they are for Taft. After J.
T. Moore, of Pittsburg, was elected
chairman. W. V. Morgan, of Hutcu-iusowho was pushed by Senator
Iong as candidate tor the chairmanship, tittered the folowing resolution:
Resolved, By the republican state
central committee, that lu our opinion the republicans of Kansas believe
the ability, the integrity and the experience of Secretary William H. Tift
tit him for the high otnee and we favor ills nomination by the national
..f the I'ni;- wutbm for pre-- i
ed States.
The resolution n adopted without
debate and wlthou: a i!s.sentiti(f: voice.
After the meeting of tho committee a
casual canvass of the members showed an overw hrlinlng sentiment in favor of Taft for president.
The members said that all the republicans In
were
up.
lining
their sections
The
voters have become sa:'-:lenow that
Roosevelt will not ru: ajlia, so they
ure out for Taft.
I-

n,

t
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

few of them, and these figures are
not complete for thry do not Include
the assessment on mine improvements.
Helow, however, are given
the figures on a few of toe larger
properties, of the assessment for last
year on the mines alone, nnd of the
same properties for this year:
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Classified Advertisements

SUPPLIES

PERSONAL

HELP WANTED.

your
The
Evening Citizen's, want column will
assure you of plenty cf employes.

liKLP WANTEDn. If tliat
want ad
rrylng need,

is
in

PROPERTY

IX)AN8

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a til
and as high as $200. Loans art
prlvata
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain in your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BlUg.
115 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

VVA.V1KD.
A nice, gentle pony,

'

California & Arizona
81,869.u0
Imperial Copper
187,000.00
Arizona Copper

V.ioi.VsV.se
1,034, 437.0'J
21 8,7 48. 00
V,24 3,'3Vu'.22
' '
940. '66 V. 68

Detroit
790,000.00
United Verde
Tot.il

$3,629,692.1

o

NEWYORK FARCE

V.6o,Y3l'.47

736.OS5.00

$!. 8 16.586.7

7

ROASTS

CINCINNATI

BgiJ,
WMM

. .

1,318,666.00

Sonp, Nail
Bath Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Files,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum rowders. Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

Al

WIDOWS

162,554.4 j

$

502,203.20

Toilet Accessories

ACTRESS VILIFIES AMERICAN

ISO".

1A06.

Tombstone Consolidated
$
13,868.65
Copper Queen

and

INCH

EXCUSE FOR

with
WANTED
A comparison of the assessment of
Kim style to him. Bring to Put
last year with the returns made this
ney s store.
year shows a wonderful Increase In
Blacksmith for a coal
Wanted
valuation. It Is recalled also that the
camp. Apply at Y. H. Hahn & Co. 'a
law under which the assessment Is
coal yard.
made is practically the one asked for
I
Ji
by the mining companies themselves
stylish
WANTED Ladles wanting
which were accused of doing their
millinery anil dressmaking, call on
utmost to dodge a legitimate taxaMiss Crane, 612 North Second
'
tion, and though the valuations under Rich Yankees
fa - f
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
Abroad Arp
it may not be as large as some peo'Phone 944.
tices wanted.
a
be,
to
it
is
they
ought
ple
think
second-hand
Gentleman's
WANTED
Highly Incensed at
very large step for the companies to
clothing. No. 61S South First
of their own volition and seems
take
treet, south of viaduct. Send adPlay.
to be calling out a very equitable and
fair return.
dress and wlU call. R. J. Sweeney,
assessbe
will
noted mat the
It
proprietor.
ment returned by the Arizona Copper
WANT EL) People- who want some-thlncompany
Is slightly lower than that
to advertise In The Citizen's
RIMA DONA HAS NOT
of last year.
This Is accounted for
!
want column. A few lines cost hut PROFESSIONAL CARDS
by the fact that the Arizona Copper
an
bring
returns
cents
but
a few
company is one which did not resist
hundred fold.
the raise made by the board of
HERSELF
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
LAWYERS.
WANTED Position aT gou composi'
equalization last year, but accepted
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
tor In good office. First class man.
the ordered price, wherefore it was
Ira M. Bond.
Don't drink and can give best of
probably assessed last year fully as
Man of family. Would
high as the facts warranted.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, IS F.8U
references.
prefer to work under contract. N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions
Aristocracy Is Mad Because It
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City, land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
My
Friend.
Best
La. State salary when writing.
May Hurt Marrying Business
IS Alexander Benton who lives o
SPORT
letter patents, trade marks, claims FLAGSTAFF
WANTED A partner in a house fur1, Fort Edward, N. 7.
11.
W.
D.
Route
Bryan.
Rural
of the Nobility.
nishing business, established seven
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery 1.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
years; need more capital; located
m
cured
my
best earthly friend. It
In one of the best towns In the ter- - que, N. M. Office, First Nations
of asthma six years ago. It has ab5
ritory good schools, churches, ar- Bank building.
Paris. Mav 18. American Paris!
a wonderful cure of inperformed
seat and
s rarely had a greater sensation
.eslan water, a county people
my
W.
E.
son's
Dobson.
for
consumption
cipient
on
by the new farce
than
the: iest climate and
that supplied
ter
LAW.
AT
Office
the
ATTORNEY
ended
bottle
wife.
The
first
adParis-NeYork," staged by Mme.
earth. Come out and see, or
GOODS
cough, and this accomplished Rejane, at her
block,
Albuquerque,
N.
Cromwell
rible
it
own
Brown,
M.
theatre. There
S.
dress for particulars,
the other symptoms left one by one
been many comments made that
Gallup, N. M.
DENTISTS.
until she was perfectly well. Dr have
play is a libel on American
King's New Discovery power ovei the
SALESMEN WANTED.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
marvel
simply
is
coughs
colds
and
covThe story, which has aroused so
WANTED Capable salesman to
Is Arrested on Charge of ous." No other remedy has eve much
Dental Surgeon.
criticism, is that of the ruined
er New Mexico with staple line,
2 and 3, Barnett building
guaranteed by al
Fully
It.
equalled
Rooms
rince of Commersac, of France, who
iuu over O Rlelly's drug store. Fhon
commissions, with
high
MME. REJANE AS "DESDEMONA. A CINCINNATI HEIRESS."
a
Stealing
bot
Trial
druggists.
$1.00.
50c
and
to marrv a Clncirnati heiress,
monthly advance. Permanent potie free.
Desdemona, widowed daughter of
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith No. 744. Appointments made by malt.
o
Is
Cane.
Desd'Mnona
Belroi.
Nanoleon
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
made out to be what, In America,
Offlct
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
WANTED Salesman, experienced in
very
woman.
immoral
would be a
any line to sell general trade In hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:31
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
And moreover.
Americans
take it
New Mexico; an unexcelled special- p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
Freseott. Ariz.. May 18. Harry
before Rejane's
exhibited
she
is
that
ty proposition, commission with pointments made by mall.
Hibben. a prominent politician and
as a type of American
audience
$35 weeklv for expenses. The Conwool grower jDf Coconino county,
OFFICIAL MATTERS widows.
tinental jewelry Co., Cleveland,
who is compelled to walk with the
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
I
went to the theatre and asked
Ohio.
of a beautiful silver headed cane,
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon aid
r an Interview with Mme. Rejanerecentinjuries
received
bv
reason
of
WANTED High grade salesman to
Occidental Life Building. Tele ly In being thrown from a wagon,
in 1 when admitted I found her wait- carrv Rotograph post cards as a phone
Articles of IneoriHiration.
ng In an exquisite green room pre886. Albuquerque, N. M.
was mourning the loss of said cane,
nlde line, on a commission basis.
folp
18.
May
M.,
The
N.
Fe.
Santa
tor tne nexi
which mysteriously disappeared last lowing articles of Incorporation have act. ing for her make-uDR. R. L. UUSl.
Hotels, drug stores, stationers, cigar
evening about 9 o'clock, while he been tiled in the office of Territorial
stores, all handle post cards. Only
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
I
should like It to be thought
playing cards with a few friends
men of recognized standing need
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb was
J. W. Raynolds:
that I have anything against Ameri-cniiat the Windsor. He Immediately re- Seeretarv
nnnlv. Address Graeff Miller, care- Frequency Electrical
Company.
Mercantile
and
Pioneer
Current
for I cannot forget how cor
Rotograph Company, 64 8 Broad- Germicide. Treatments given eacb ported the loss to Night Officer Texa
place of business at Raton, Col dially I was received throughout the
Ferguson, who at once commenced
way. New York.
OLD SPORT SAYS:
agent,
Ben
fax countv. Territorial
u.it.v on two different occasions,"
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained vigorous search for It.
she sild. ''Not knowing where I was
MEN WANTED.
In the Juniln W. Fulghum. at Raton. Capital
resorts
visiting
various
After
nurse
phones.
attendance.
Both
in
stock. 50,000 divided into rive hun- supposed to have made myself obMEN WANTED Somewhere every
city the officer noticed the gleam of dred
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
shures of the par value oi $l(n- jectionable, would you explain?"
day. If you are looking for a Job
of the cane under the
head
silver
the
commencing business with $25.Evening
Homeopaths.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
On
To begin with, mere is vulgarity,
out a want ad In The
electric light, In the hands of a- each,
do
object, general mercantile bust I said. "Do you believe Americans
will
Drug
it
000.
'Phone
and
Over
Van's
want
column
Store.
placsen's
stranger
whom he immediately
years,
fifty
existence,
ness.
Office and residence, 628.
like
National
act
Period
of
and
that
talk
the rest.
despite
whom,
arrest,
and
ed under
Edgar W. Fulghum and
'Some do," Mme. Rejane answered
DR. F. J. PATOIIN.
the letter's most eloquent protests, Incorporators
FOlt KENT.
P'ittsburg
or
not
at Brooklyn.
Fulghum,
Benjamin
W.
did
collectedly.
Rat
both
"The authors
Physician and Surireon.
he was marching to the city bastile, on,
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
and Francis C. White, of Folsom. pretend to generalize, or reform, or
FOR RENT Good furnished houseOffice over Vann Drug Store. Office when Attorney E. F. Doe, of r
St. Louis at New York.
The Taos Mercantile company. criticise. They wanted a farce, and
tent and rooms; board in connec- hours 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 5, and 7 to 8
happened along.
Chicago at Boston.
ulace of husim-- at laos. expecteil It to be taken as such."
tlon. 124 South Edith street.
p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
Attorney Doe, who has clients In Principal
agent,
s
comment
Frank
county.
"But
Territorial
take Desdemona
American league.
many Jails In the territory, was hail- Taos
brick house 695.
FOR RENT Four-rooCapital.
$30,000
W.
old
'very
American
Taos.
are
Gorton,
they
at
Boston at Chicago.
that
ed by the man under arrest. He halt- I
close in, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
being
count
of
back
to
shares
able
hundred
aristrocracv.
three
Into
divided
New
trouYork
at St. Louis.
in
friend
recognized
10.
building.
his
Armljo
Room
When your animals are sick you ed and
"We nave
tiar value of $100 each, commenc fifty vears ' " I said.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
to be no less a personage than the
a good veterinary surgeon. Call ble
on
object
$20,00(1.
been
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house- need
many
with,
have
which
lug
families
business
Washington at Cleveland.
Bob Walton,
the prominent race
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South up the old reliable. Phone No. (42.
mercantile business. Period American soli for two or three cen- horse man and wool grower of Flag- general
'
years. Incor
Broadway.
uvies."
of existence, forty-nin- e
UNDERTAKER.
staff. Attorney Doe, who has attendIIOV THEY' STAND.
'Oh. that Is different. They wouiu
FOR RENT Two and three room
ed badger fights and other similar norators. Charles F. Remsberg, John
cottage flats for summer $10 and Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111 festivals of a sporty nature with Wal Morrow, Ernest Ruth, and George J be found in New York, or Boston,
National League.
or New Orleans; tnat is civilization.
$15. Apply at 110 East Coal. Mrs.
ton, at once volunteered to furnisn Pace, all of Raton.
A. BORDERS.
Won. Lost.
Pet.
westerners.
are
lielroes
The
E. K. Norrls.
his
friend's
required
for
Appointed.
bond
the
Public
Notaries
3
New
23
Y'ork . .
.885
Commercial Club building.
Blask appearance In
1 gasped
in con
"Beg pardon?
today
e
court
Justice
the
'1 '1
4
appointed
following
FOR RENT Newly furnished
Chicago
.846
been
have
The
or White hearse, $1,
and Walton was released from cus- notaries public by Acting Governor .1 sternation.
rooms, modern bath, half
.
8
.
.
Pittsburg
11
.600
towns
those
other
and
York
"New
understanding
he
that
the
tody,
with
ARCHITECTS
W. Ravnolds:
lock from Railroad avenue. "The
12
11
.523
ure American, but the west does not Philadelphia
would accompany the officer to the
114 V4 North
Second
Hunt,
L.
Visi
Granada,"
Nara
of
Charles
15
.400
10
Desdemona does very well Boston
mmt.
Identification. Ouav
7
A. M. Hailenb ek. of for
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar owner of the cane for agreeable
countv:
street.
.
.
9
15
.375
comes
Cincinnati
a
Cincinnatian nobody
one l'asamonte, I'm. in county; Fran C
meeting was an
The
G
building,
M
Albuquerque,
nett
N.
21
.222
St.
Louis
Cincinnati."
FOR RENT Pleasant,
from
comrades
his
promised
Walton
and
county.
3
0
.130
rooms, near business center; rate3 Both phones.
"'.lave you ever been to cincin- Brooklyn
Skylight City that he would Allen, of Tularosa, Otero
the
from
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
ati
his questionable transactions
confine
Guess another triple
like that
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
Is
America.'
not
say
American
league.
I
It
NOTES.
RAILROAD
"Yes. and
Railroad. Apply at rear.
ir
to sheep stealing in the future
Won. Lost.
Pet won't break anyone's heart EH!
was so imperative that
retort
The
prosecution
Immunity
from
promised
j
EM PIOYM ENT.
Titos. K. D. Maddlson.
W. S. Phelps, bridge foreman for arguing
.667
Chicago
IS
seemed impossible, but
this time.
Office with W. B. Ohllders,
the Santa Fe. will make his home at hazarded:
16
.593
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
Cleveland
It
Ill
s
will
you
In
thing
fur
near
Desdemona
want
future.
Demlng
If
column
the
10
.583
14
Citizen's
The
"Even
St. Paul, 6;
At St. Paul:
Detroit
West Gold avenue.
goon ennugn ior inniuiuu, New York
1
nish vou a ouick and ready means
13
manners
.543 ville, 5.
ex-Boyl,
Mex
New
Engineer
say
1
P.
A7TD
11A1H DKESSElt
as Philadelphia
CULKOFO
of the
you surely do not mean to
of securing it at a minimum
1
.500
3; C At
Milwaukee:
li
tco division, lias taken a thirty-dapenditure. Put a want ad In The
DIST.
9
much of her morals?"
.375 lumbus, 0.
15
Huston
lav off, and will take a trip to Call
Citizen today and be at work tomor
Madame Rejane laid down wun Washington
8
.355
14
row.
FILED WITH AUDITOR fornia.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
surprise the powder puff with which St. Louis
9
17
.346 Cliamlierlaln's
Colic,
Cholera niu.
busily
at
work.
pre
was
avenue,
she
09
Railroad
West
is
few
cents
a
WANT
but
AD
A
Costs
Diarrhoea Itemed)'.
1
Thomas C. Peck has been appointed
say nothing against Ameri"But
Western
no
but a few lines In The Citizen will pared to give thorough scalp treatprobably
rnednir.
passenger
agent
Salt
There
is
of the
eenerul
Does any question of
can morality.
Lost.
Won.
Pet. made that Is relied upon with more
bring you what you want.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns COMINlES ARK. M KIN
TtIl.ake route, and Kenneth Kerr, com a voung girl come in? or of a mar- Omaha
10
.615
16
ne
Implicit confidence? than Chamberbunions and ingrowing nails. Shs
menial agent at Riverside, Cal.
ITRNS AND SOME INTERESTWhatever may
FOR SALK.
ried woman? No!
.565 lain's Colic, Cholera and Dianhoe.
13
10
Moines
gives massage treatment and mani
latter succeeds 1. L. Moore, who. it
ING DEMOTIONS CAN BE
elsewhere, the American girl lies
happen
10
.523
11
Denver
FOR SALE A good gentle pony. 711 curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
ministry.
is
the
to
enter
understood,
Remedy. During the third of a cen
MADE SHOWING THE
and the Amejican wife are above Lincoln
.500 tury In which it has
12
12
South Arm street.
been in use. peothat.
FXM' OF THE.
knows
everybody
criticism;
EU
ur
cream
complexion
builds
of
tion
.400
15
10
11.
Baldwin and Hut you forget that Desdemaua is a Sioux City
J. K. Shaw, Van C.
FOR SALE A Ford runabout auto - the skin and Improves the complexple have learned that It is the or.a
NEW LAW.
.400
10
15
Autoconnect
(J.
Pueblo
P. Anderson, three men
mobile. Call at Albuquerque
remedy that never falls. WlieT rewidow."
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be in
mohile Co.
m iv is
Sum., of with the Santa Fe construction
ii,.,.niv v.-- i
duced with water and swee'.ened It Is
"And then?"
prepares
a
half
jurious.
ICS.
also
AM
She
n.n-- men t. w i cn is nnisniiig llie lien
(i
,v,
Y
AY'S
l,
ESTERD
whatv...n,
u
,l.rive,l
do
ra
can
in
Checkering
Bros.
she
pleasant to take. For sal? by al
"Why anil then
FOR SALE Fine
In ever
prevent
night
dan
spent
cures
naand
tonic
last
alno
yards
here,
freight
that
is
are
law
mines
taxina:
upstairs
new
There
bv
Apply
pleases.
very
the
druggis's.
cheap.
she
piano,
National
reiniv nimareiit bv the returns made the city. They announced that the tionality for that."
over
Futrelle's furniture store druff and hair falling out; restor
It. H. K.
At Philadelphia
Is a nationality for
These returns are work was progressing quite rapidly.
mole to the auditor.
life to dead hair; removes
"Then there
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
3
12 14
1
"American Cincinnati
returned.
coining in slowly but they are comthat,"
not
head of warts and superfluous hair. Also
FOR SALE Twenty-fiv- e
DEPART FOR
4 BROWNS
6
4
Recognizing thaf the days of the women cling to their virtue, what- Philadelphia
ing and the auditor already has sufstock hogs, one registered Berkshire face powder, a freckle cure and plru ficient
ore
treating
steel
Sparks,
process
.Schlei;
of
and
Bessemer
as
Hilt
Hatterics
state."
the
to
ever
indicate
that
their
data
Bernardo,
pie cure and pile cure. All of these sessment of mining property will be Is passing, the Colorado Fuel
boar. Oscar Liffreing,
and
"I am telling you what 1 think of Dugglebv, Klchie and Jaclitsch.
IS. M.
preparations
are purely vegetable much larger than heretofore.
has put In open life in general. I deal with facts as
H. II. E.
Even- Iron company
ROSWELL TOMORROW
,
At New York
ores,
furniture,
and
the
compounds. Have Just added a vi tually it is nronosed to give a com hearths to treat the
FOR SALE Household
they are. and if you lack frankness
First game;
1
Any
3
1
cookingti utensils, etc.; all first brator machine for treatment oi plete list of the assessment or me sieei iru i new plant at Uary, lnil in America, that s your nnair.
St. Louis
1
9
2
class, being used less than four scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. 1 producing mines but for the present Is being tltted with the same pro thing that may appear extraordinary New York
'.
Apply 307 is also used for rheumatUm, paint the figures are available from only cess.
months; very cheap.
lieebee and Noonan; THE I.IXE-- I I WILL HE A STItoNU
to you in Desdemona's attitude toDatteries
repreONE A ITEHIO PITCHEK
North Sixth street, any time.
wards life. I claim to be not
Mathewson ami Hresnahan.
massage.
IX THE IllM II.
sentatively American but true to
game:
new and
Second
FOR SALE One seven-roo0 3 3
womanhood. Now nee the end of the St. Louis
brick house, furnished complete
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
1
pi, iv and try to be reasonable."
4 11
The Browns will leave for Bos .veil
tine water, two acres good farm
New York
Is that Des
"Our little boy had eczema for five
The end of the play
land close In, all fenced. Outhouses years,"
and Marshal; tomorrow with a bunch of players
Hatteries Karger
young
prince
and
N.
spurns
iicnr;
A.
the
writes
Adams,
demona
and barn. Address "fur sale" this etta,
that ought to bring back victory.
Mciliniiity and Howerman.
Pa. "Two of our home doctors
marries an ordinary American, she
H- E.
office.
On the pitching staff are Lopez, of
n.
lioston
At
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being disgusted with what she has Boston
o
1
- Santa Fe, and Gulgano, recently (f
POIND.
employed
aristocracy.
being affected.
f
We then
French
1
5 10
the Western league. The latter Is
Chicago
FOUND Through the waul column other doctors but no benefit resulted
anu about as good as "they make 'em,"
Dorner, loung
Batteries
of The Evening Citizen, Just what iiy chance we read about electric bit
1. Sena, who acted as In- N'eedham: Taylor. Frazer and Moran. and the fans will be pleased to leai.l
Jose
you have been looking for. An ters; bought a bottle and soon no
terpreter at the recent term of the
H.
that Gulgano is going to remain in
At Brooklyn
advertising source sure to bring re tlced improvement . We continued
0 Albuquerque
dis'.rict court at Taos, has returned to Pittsburg
Just as long us the
i
turns fur small expenditure. Try a this medicine until several bottles
1 Browns can afford to pay him $lo a
Santa Fe.
0
Brooklyn
want ad and be convinced.
were used, w hen our boy was com
as.
month, which is the price agr'l
Batteries Leitield and l'helpt
pletely cured." Best of all blood, med
u poo.
LOST.
and
Bitter.
torius
Icines and body building health tonics
Archer, of the ( Jeronluios, w ill In '1
BEST
IDE
TO
WAKE
LOST Any thing you lose exc ept your Guaranteed
D0c
lit all druggists.
down the Initial sack, on the trip, a i l
reputation is sure to be found by a
niciii an lAtt SIW.
Candy Zunz will gwute around
H
want ad In The Citizen's want col
At Chi ago
Shay, the Gallup chap, will try
7
NOTICE.
umn.
REMEDY FOR RHEUMATISM Chicago
fuel buslnes will be conducted on a
Corhan's old place at short, and it ic
10
Washington
in
a
hot
stove
hot
A
N
M O EY1 OST.
cash basis. This means that payment
In anything like the same class
Walsh and Sullivan; i. Dinger,"
Batteries
the must accompany the order or be made
Mr. Shay can stay with t'n-kitchen makes a hot
MONEY LOST- - Every day In
llayden.
and
Patten
year by advertising the wrong way. at time of delivery. No fuel will be
Its
Brow ns.
tells
publication
H.
A large eastern
E.
It.
a
stove
Use
cook.
Cleveland
At
"Clumsy" Clancy, who is not J
A Citizen want ad is money saved and unloaded until It has been paid for.
2
6 10
readers .if a number of simple and Cleveland
W. II. HAHN ic CO.
that gives concentrated heat that cooks the
2 clumsy
results assured. Send In your want
as heretofore, because of a
5 13
s.ife prescriptions that can be made Boston
he h'?:
d today.
for
meal auicklv without making an overheated
at home. Tile following, however,
and Clarke Glaze, recent sickness, during which
Joss
Butteries
Don't Pay Allnvor.).
kidney
lb., cure of rheumatism and
several pounds, will hold down third.
Harris and Arnibru ster.
to be divorced "from your appendix,
Doan's Regulets cure cunslipulh
kitchen. With the New Perfection Oil Stove you get a
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Days of the Teddy Bear Are Num- Is Wrapped

25 to SOTHESE
Per Cent.
ARE:

am

In

Frost.

TERMS ON

Only $10

New

York. May IT. John W.
Clatt'M smiles at the stories of his lost
fortune, which have been busily circulated since his announcement that
lie was done with the Wall street
game.
Friends of the millionaire
assert that he is not only far
iluner
from being embarrassed by the recent depression in stock values, but
that he was thoroughly prepared for
the slump, and, indeed, picked up big
blocks of standard securities when
they were at
prices.
Xow that he can take a retrospective view of the stock market. Gates
Is inclined to moralize m the methods of the street. He does not deny
that his spectacular association with
the brokerage business was straight-ou- t
gambling. He believes that it is
gambling that makes the world go.
"Life Is a gamble," he said the other
day.
"Everything
is a gamble.
When the farmer plants his corn he
Is gambling.
He beta that the
weather conditions will enable him to
raise u good crop.
Sometimes he
loses. Sometimes he wins.
Kvery
man who goes into business gambles.
Of course, the element of judgment
enters in, but the element of chance
cannot be ruled out.
Whenever a
man starts on a railway Journey it's a
gamble whether he ever reaches his
destination. All life is a gamble, you
eee."
rock-botto-
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We have concluded to sell only 50 more lots at present prices then

NEW YORK STATE
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bcred-Gotli-
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Watch the Prices Advance

John W. Gates Is Cynical on
the Lost Fortune Stories
Going Around.
LOYAL

EVENING

Down,

LOTS

Balance $5 a Month.

Interest, No Taxes

No

A chance for every Albuquerque man working for wages or salary to
double his income

m

l.oyal Sons.
New Yorkers by adoption are busy
with a new idea.
For years there
have existed organizations of loyal
"sons," that represented nearly every
state In the union. These associations have regular meetings to discuss matters of interest concerning
their native state and thereby keep
green the memory of their former
homes. These meetings have taken
their minis from the hurly-burl- y
of
life in llu busy metropolis and proved
a particularly enjoyable form of entertainment as well as a means of
throwing together a number of men
with a common interest
Xow several members of state associations are working to establish a
new association to keep up a general
heat'Liuarters for all the loyal sons
and arrange Interstate banquets.
A
floor of some large apartment house
or hotel will be rented and fixed up
as a club for all members of the
various state associations.
There
will be a general otlice, committee
rooms, other apartments for such of
as care to maintain
the
them, an J one or more halls for meetings an banquets.
The result of
the plan is expected to be a concentration of Interest and a saving of
money 'ji ail concerned.
.

1

Stan of licaiitiful Women.
ory is going around town at
th exjie.ise of a certain New Yorktr
Mho is known to his intimates as the
"coli'ne;," because he hails from the
state that produces beautiful women,
A
fast horses and good whisky.
few days ago a nephew of the colonel's came on to visit him.
The
uncle spent much time showing the
young man the latest things In
Kvery now and then the
would note with pain that
his guest was not thoroughly
New-York-

.

New-Yorke- r

"We don't '1 that now," he would
explain to his voting relative. "That
is quite out of dale now up here.
"
The latest thing is
d
The colonel is just a bit
though he would never admit ft under any circumstances.
On
the evening of the second day on
which he had spent much time pointing out to his nephew a number of
the very latest things, the two decided to dine at the Waldorf.
As he
put the finishing touches to his toilet, he expatiated on the marvelous
tilings in the big hostelry to which
the younger was about to make his
first visit.
lie continued his narration in the carriage as they were being driven to the hotel.
Just before
their arrival he took out a handsome
mirror to make sure that his toilet
was satisfactory in every detail.
Much to his horror he discovered
that, though he was otherwise faultlessly attired, he had neglected to don
Jus white tie.
"You must have noticed that I had
no tie." he exclaimed Impatiently to
his gue.--t.
"Why the Dickens did you
let me come out like this?"
"Yes, I saw it," answered tho visitor, "but you tell me that everything
i
changed in your blamed town, and
I
that one must lie
thought it might be the latest wrinkle
t Wear no tie."
i

short-sKhte-

'Hie IjisI of tin- - Tolily 1 tears.
The days of th.- Teddy Hear are
A new toy fur grown-up- s
I. umbered.
is the Richmond that has entered the
held, to supplant the tyrant fad. And
the newcomer is likewise a member
tile animal kingdom. From every
toy stiop window on Hroadway maybe seen innumerable diminutive Huston terrier".
The new toy Is made
from a good model and is every bit as
ri.leously un'.y as the original.
It
is formed of flannel and papier
and Is equipped with shining
teeth.
Its iiei k is adorned with a
d
collar, to which is attached a leather thong.
There be
Irreverent ones who say that the shin.
i:;g teeth ate the cause of the
popularity make it a legiti- m.l-cli-

biass-siudde-

new-toy'-

e,

University Heights Improvement
Office

mate successor to the little
bear, you know.

Room

9, Cromwell Building, Opposite First National Bank.

brown

Statistics oil New York.
One of the New York newspapers
has collected some statistics that are
calculated to cinch the average NewYorker's belief that there is no place
like home.
Here are some of the
facts secured:
New York city has more telephones
than London, though London has
more in population than New
York city.
New Y'ork city consumes 987,500
pounds of sugar each day.
.New York city consumes 23,990
gallons of spirits, malt liquors and
wine each day.
Kills Island, with a capacity for
handling 5,000 Immigrants dally, Is
working close to its full capacity.
New York city makes four-fiftof all the artiencial flowers used in
the United States.
A banker w ith a fad for figures estimates that each adult person in
New Y'ork city is carrying an average

OCCIDENTAL LIFE

Pre-ventl- cs

IN

ITS

W

post-lente-

nt

Sore Nippies.
Any

mother who has had experience
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be

THESE ARE

affected by applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon as the child Is done
nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth
before allowing the babe to nurse.
Many trained nurses use this ealve
with the best results. For sale by
all druggists.

CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

BUILDING

'Sfei..-- -

Insurance Periodical

Gives

Do you Intend buying . vehicle to enjoy the summer months?
If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

Keport. published
epeaklng of the
Occidental Life Insurance company,
says:
"The visitor to Albuquerque, New
Mexico, that quaint
old town of
charming attributes, will find there
a thriving young life Insurance company, housed In its own building, perhaps the equal of any utructure in
the place. The building was erected
only a few months ago. The second
floor Is used by the Occidental Life,
the remainder being leased to good
tenants. The structure is a substantial four-stor- y
modern brick business
block, and is quite an ornament to
Albuquerque.
"The Occidental Life is the creation of J. H. O'Heilly, now the company's secretary and general manager. It has a cash capital paid in
of $110,000. and may issue capital
up to $1,000,000.
Mr. O'Heilly has
gathered about him in his new enterprise the most influential and respected citizens of the great southwest.
Joshua S. Kaynolds, the company's
president, Is known in all the moun
tain region. He Is a man of great
enterprise, held In high regard by the
business men of that section. He is
president of the First National Hank
of Albuquerque and of the First National Hank of r,i Paso, both strong
institutions. Mr. Raynolds has interested many of his successful business associates In the active work of
creating a substantial lifo insurance
company. He himself gives personal
attention to the affairs of the Occl
dental, and is enthusiastic over its
future.
"Manager O'Heilly Is a young man.
known of all people of affairs In tho
Ho spent ten years in
'Territories.'
the service of the Mutual Life of
New Y'ork In New Mexico.
His record as a producer of business and a
manager of ability is one to give con- ndence to the expectations of his newventure. The Occidental only Htarted
business on January of this year, and
miring the first three months Mr.
O'Heilly organized an agency force
that wrote In excess of $500. 00U of
high class business, most of it being
endowments.
The company s policy
forms are attractive, and there Is
much pride felt by the people of New
Mexico and Arizona in the possibilities of a company that for the present will grow up strong at home be
fore it seeks business outside of these
two territories."
Colo.,

I

"

us.

Fine Clothes
For
Men

The Insurance

r..,-.."

Easy Terms
Low Prices

the Company a
Boost.
at Denver,

'

and

Kohn Brothers

I

Cold Weather In Gotliuin.
Strolling along Fifth avenue, one
would never believe that the month
of May is nearly half gone, were not
calendars at hand to prove the statement. Never before has New Y'ork
boasted so many members of society
In town at this time of the year. And
as long as the weather continues cool
it Is safe to predict that the country
will not prove a strong attraction.
Certainly there has been no mad
stampede back to nature up to the
present. Church weddings and fashionable receptions are daily thronged
every
by the
And
Apone seems cheerful about it.
parently all are satisfied with the long
n
Certainly the
season.
theatrical managers are not grumbling, as many of their houses are
doing a capacity business.
Much interest Is manifested In the
approaching nuptials of Miss Caroline
A
Morgan and Mr. Oscar Stevens.
special train load of guests will be
taken to Plymouth, to attend the wedding, which Is to be celebrated on
the first day of June. Another June
wedding will be that of Miss Marie
V. Hamilton, second daughter of Mr.
William tlaston Hamilton, of Gram-merc- y
Park, to Mr. Charles K. Swan.
Miss Hamilton's brother, Mr. W. Pier-so- n
Hamilton. It will be remembered,
married a daughter of Mr. J. Pier-poMorgan.
The only new plays of the week
worth mentioning were a revival of
"Cousin Kate," by Kthel llarrymore,
and the production of a new play,
"The Primrose Path," by Hayard
Wilier, in which Margaret YVycherly
appeared as the star.
The latter play Is modern In theme
It has to do with
and construction.
an artist and his wife and their early
struggle with poverty, of the coming
of success and with it a husbands
love grown cold.
Miss Wycherly appeared here two
years ago in some of the Y'eats play,
and her work created much interest.
Anamonai interest was given mo piw- n,u?r fronl the fact that the author
of "The Primrose
Path" Is Miss
Wycherly's husband, Hayard Wilier.
The successful plays at the other
theaters did a good business all week,
as did the revival of "The Prince of
Call at our store, please, for a free
I'ilsen" at the Academy of Music.
sample of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cof- iee.
ir real coffee disturbs your
momacn, your neart or kidneys, then
$100 Reward. $100.
try
pleaspaper
will
be
this Clever Coffee imitation. While
The readers of this
ed to learn that there Is at least one Dr. Shoop has very closely matched
been
science
has
dreaded disease that
old Java and Mocha Coffee in flavor
uble to cure In all Its stages, and that and taste, yet he has not even a sinIs Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure is the gle grain of real coffee in
it. Dr.
only positive cure now known to the Shoop's Health Coffee
Is
imitation
medical fraternity, i uurro oeing a coir
ironti,.n:ii riiseMHe. reoulrea a constltu inaue irom pure toastea
grains or
Is
ma
t.
Cure
cereals
nuts.
etc.
Yon
Catarrh
with
will
i,
tr.ntment. Hall's
the surely like Health Curtee. Sol.l hv r
taken internally, acting directly upon sys- N. Brlgham.
blood and mucous surfaces of the
tem. thereby destroying tne rounaation
of the disease, and giving the patient
XOTIC'K TO t'OXTUACTOIUS.
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing its work.
The Hoard of County CommissionThe proprietors have so much faith in Its
curative powers that they offer One ers of McKinley
county, New
Hundred Dollars for any case thnt It will
c ...... ":1..1 i u j.uaa 13 Mexico,
lur II1C
falls to cure. beud for list or turn erection" and completion
of a court
monlals. Address:
house and jail building, to be erected
V. J. CHENKY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
Hids to be
Take Hall s Family i'dls for constlpa- - submitted separately for court house
and jail.
We do it right, ItoCGn DHY. ImA certified check for five hundred
perial Laundry Co.
dollars will be required i accompany
the proposals, to assure
the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
o'clock p. in.. Monday. June
3rd,
1!J7, at the otlice of the clerk of
Plans an,! specifications can
be seen at the offic e of J. L. LaDrlere,
Albuquerque. N. M , or at tiie clerk's
Olfice ill Gallup.
The board reserves the ritfht t
t any or all bids.
s.

Free Automobile Ride to and From the Property.

"Pre-rentlcs-

-

of $26.

Free samples of
and a
booklet on Colds will be gladly mailed you on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine, is., simply to prove merit.
are little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative,
nothing harmful whatever. Preventlca
prevent colds as the name Implies
when taken early, or nt the "Sneeze
Stage." For a seated cold or La Grippe, break it up safely and quickly
with Preventics. Sold by all dealers.

mpamy

Albuquerque Carriage
Albuquerque

Foundry and

We Have Said It All

Finest Whiskies

in

Albuquerque at
This Store

JOSEPH

J.

D. E&kln. President
O. GlomI, Vice President.

Ctas. Mellnl,

O. BachedO,

V

EAKIN, and

Sertarx
Treaavwc,

ACHECHI A 0IOMI.

WHOLKBALK DMALKR

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kfp

tvrythlng la stock to outfit tbo
most Imttldloat bar eomploto

depends upon tho foot! you eat

Dr. PRICE'S

-

J,

Hve been appointed exclusive agent In th Southwest fen
t.
SchllU, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowaton,
Green River, lV. H. McBrayer' Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter, T.J, Mon.
arch, and other standard brand of whiskies too numerOu t mention,
nr-(Ti-- a
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the trlgbt article a received by us from the beat laerle.
Distilleries and Breweries in th? United Stat a. Call and lnssoet
or Illustrated Catalogs ana Prle klst.
Stock and Price, or writ
Issued to dealer only.

Mexico City and return $10.25, April
5Ui to May I8Ui. I.lmlt July 31..
Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.75: sixty day, $72.80; season
limit. Dec. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return. $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 30, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
6th.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.

A

621 North I

I

Street.

Phono No.

Cream Baking Powder

makes tho food finer
more healthful and 'flavored,
delicious
'

Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous wound." 25e at all drug

gUts.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

EXCURSION
Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Dally
June Is! to Sept. 30th

via

4H1

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John StrumquUt will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

J2IA PJl O A

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

soutiiHcsu-rt-

i

Hrewery

&

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back iast.
We
Why not you?
tire all golr.?.

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL

lee Company.

-i

Narrow Kscupe.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Announcement
ir--

.

G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
Mo., had a narrow escape four years
airo when he ran a Jimson bar Into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate It but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lie- s

;

...TO-- -

Successors to
MELINI

Prop'r.

EXCURSIONS

Consolidated Liquor Company
:L

BARNETT,

12 0 West Railroad Avenoe

M. MANDELL

I

Works

00iO0O0OHiO0i00
The St. Elmo

Sold Exclusively

'

-i

'

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cam; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rpmlrm on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m Bpeolmlty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. 1C

i

F. W. MKTEP.S,
Clerk of the Hoard ,,f County Com-fulsoners. Gallup. New Mexi'-o-

Machine

n.

---

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent

Prices

B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD
HE XT

COMMERCE.

TO

BANK

AVE-

OF

Genuine American block, per
ton
$.&
Cerrlllos Lump
f.M
Aiiiliruclte Nnt
$8.M
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
M-04- )

Waste Land
Wanted
Address, Box

lil.

in large tracts. Title
must be perfect.
No. Zakiroa,

tttsa. f.

S.

aUe

$9.54)

Clean Gas Cuke

M.04)
WOOD.
Green Hill Wood, per load. . . .Sl.SS

W. H, HAHN & CO.
Both

Phone.

LBUQUEKQUB

rora

pacts

The ALBUQUERQUE I
EVENING CITIZEN

Where

CORNER

To!

Immaculate Conception
luiri li.
Early mass. 7 a, m.; high mass ami
sermon,
:30 a. m.; evening service
ana May devotional, 7:30.

0
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COMFORT

WHERE

dUMIVItn tUHNIMINIft

REIGNS

I

Hey ward Bros. &
Wakefield & Co.

Solom-o- .
C'lirlMlnn
Services Sun
day at 11 a. m., at room '5, Grant
building, corner Railroad avenue and
Third street; subject, "Soul and
Body.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.il
them If they dare to rise, and rendy Wednesday evening meeting at SI
Reading room open daiiy
o'clock.
The
to honor them If they succeed.
-If 5
world knows how hard a tyrant It can from 'I to 4 p. m.
prove for those who rub Its fur the
IliKlilHiiil M. E. Clmnli, South.
wrong way, and how pleasant a masSunday school, :45 a. m.
ter for those who find its favor.
Preaching by the pastor at 11 a.
For the graduate the unpleasant
m.
Morning subject,
and 8 p. m.
one
Is
myth
of the unreal
lde
all a
realities, like his ancient history and "Our Debt to God."
for your house should Include some
Kpworth League service at 7 p. m.
his higher mathematics. Care free,
of those cool and comfortable easy
The public is cordially invited. O.
bubbling with hope, full of the
chairs, settees, etc., made in reed,
of youth, he gaily launches B. llolllday, pastor.
or prairie grass. Those people
rattan
peans
and
inspiration,
D
honor
of
his
who have useH them know their genruiigregatlnnal I'lmri'li Corner of
victory to the gods of destiny and
uine worth, those who have not do
hope. At 17 he writes for the finale Broadway and Coal uvenue. Services
not know what satisfaction they are
at 11 a. m. and H p. m. A cordial
of his senior thesis:
missing. A very full line of these
welcome to all. Rev. Wilson J.
goods can be seen at F. H. Strong's,
Marsh, pastor.
"Ho to the man who dares.
who Is able to offer very exceptionMorning Service.
al values In all styles.
To step Into the blinding light,
Organ
Prelude.
Or Into a holl of darkness
"Holy Temple"
Quartet
To follow his star of right.
Soprano Solo "I Heard the Voice
Say"
Smith
Mrs.
of
Jesus
"Ho, to the man who dares
Quartet "O Magnify and Praise
To hope, to try, to err;
the Lord"
Ho. to the man who sees
Subject of Sermon, "Service, the
"His star a JupHer."
Universal Law of Life."
Evening Service.
At 17 he pictures with vivid brush Praise Service
Chorus
the young lad starting out to win his Ladies Quartet "Tarry With .Me"
way, "standing by the old farm gate. Mrs. Smith, Mrs.
Mrs.
Washburn,
I can see him, as he leans half forSpencer and Mrs. tollim.
OOOOOOOCOXXDOaDOOO
ward, his gaze on the far off depths
Subject
"World
of Discourse,
of the blue sky. In his eye a gleam Peace."
Mrs. Collins
of hope; on his brow the faint sign Solo
o
of a frown of uncertainty and doubt;
Baptist
Corner of
First
In
set
firmly
church
chin
mouth and
but
his
Jto Broadway and Lead avenue. Regular
Is pictured the resolution to try
-l IWi IWP II ff
morning service at 11 o'clock. Evensucceed or die In the attempt."
8
R.
Geo.
ing
Rev.
g
service
at
o'clock.
At 17 he Is fired with an o'erween-Inambition and dreams of a destiny. Varney will preach both morninga. and
m.
Sunday school. i:4o
His literary exercises take on a po- evening.
Y. 1. V. at 7 p. m. Strangers most1
etical and philosophical flavor, over B.
to
services.
cordially
all
welcomed
which his sophisticated teacher smiles
Morning Worship.
With turbid
wtlh indulgent wonder.
enthusiasm and appalling confidence, Organ Prelude Impromptu
Franz Schubert
he halls the little god Ambition.

Karpen Bros.
Leather Goods

oi"yioht

you will find a room with mission
furniture, which particularly lends Itself to home cosiness, but imparts a
picturesque elegance to the furnishing of a home. Our stock of this furniture Is complete, embracing sofas,
rockers, chairs, tables, book cases and
everything that will aci to the enjoyment of the living rooms.

Stickley Bros.

lllus-lonme- nt

IlKri-BLlCA-

1907.
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:
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WILLIAM F. BROGAN
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By The Citizen Publishing Co.
PRESIDENT

CUB'S

GriHliinte!
llixli,
At commencement time the world
loves to stop a moment to smile on
"the sentimental youths nnd maidens
who are Just on the threshold of life."
But as It resumes Its grind of affairs,
it is watching them from the corner
of its eye ready to forget thorn If
they sink Into oblivion; ready to try

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

W. S. STRICKLER

THE

svrmnw,

CITIZEH.

EVENTNCk

Farmed Oak

F. H. STRONG

3fie BCigfit cf Sutler.
f

YVeaCW

The vulgarity f suddenly acquired wealth has attain been brought to
the attention of the public recently by the marriage and death of "Silent"
Smith, and the butterfly wedding of Mabelle Oilman, actress, to W. E. Corey,
eteel magnate.
Both are much along the same lino?, although the Corey affair Is perVnder the heading of "Get Rich Quick Perhaps the worst of the two.
discusses the recent affairs of a
sona," the Trinidad Chronicle-New- s
men recently in the "limelight" and has the following to fay:
In the
"The United States Steel company, 'the greatest corporation
Mr. Schwab and
world has been unfortunate In its first two presidents.
Mr. Corey have not behaved in a manner to inspire confidence In their
ability as business men nor their good sense as private citizens. Neither
They could not successfully withof them eeems to have mental poise.
The career of each of them is
stand the allurements of sudden riches.
calculated lo make the people believe that the 'get rich quick man is about
as objectionable as the 'get rich qulcH' scheme.
' - "Mr. Schwab, who had been an Industrious, modest, hard working
member of society until he obtained the confidence of Carnegie and was
made president of the steel trust and endowed with millions, suddenly developed into an absurd, plunging gambler of the spectacular kind, inviting
He tried to excel in splurge and 'flam' even the
notoriety at Monte Carlo.
set in New York City, both in the
rich members of the
The steel trust
way
he went about it.
in
and
the
kind of a house he built
let him go.
"Corey has done worse. Without going fully into his domestic relations
It Js enough to say it is not right that the president of the great steel corporation, after discarding the wife of his youth, should choose as her successor a fantastic young woman chiefly celebrated for her experience In
Corey
Her stage photographs are not precisely dignified.
comic opera.
company
long
cannot
steel
the
of
way
Schwab,
The
directors
of
will so the
endure him as their chief representative.
" 'Silent' Smith is dead, and it would not be kind to dwell at length upon
banker,
his career, but we imagine that old George Smith, the close-fiste- d
would not have approved of the expenditure of much of his money on the
How the old
frivolous and dissipated set In New York fashionable society.
man, who lived in a modest way himself, would have squirmed If he had
known that his heir was to Invest two million dollars in the Whitney house,
or that his chief ambition was to be the acquaintance of the foolish people
In New York and Newport, who set the pace for the 'gay set" In society.
Old George would not have approved either his 'Silent' successor's marriage
or the way it was brought about.
"The saying that it is only three generations from shirt sleeves to shirt'
eleeves in this country Is in a fair way of being realized by some of the
persons who have lately acquired great riches through no effort of their
own.
The sudden possession of wealth seems to turn the heads of many
young men and especially of those who have had few advantages of educaThose who are to the manner born are
tion or previous social experience.
'
not absolutely bewildered when they have a few extra dollars in their
pockets;
Those who have had nothing of their own in youth in the way of
'
education or social advantages are the ones who, when they become sudder'-rich, develop socially and financially with 'pluffgers.'
few-ric-
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Ooxology.

"Ambition, like an errant blrtl which Invocation.
Scripture Lesson.
flits.
Prayer.
And loves to come and go at will, Choir Response.
Oft brings more grief than Joy, and Anthem Jubilate Deo In F
yet,
x
Tonls
We love and cherish and follow it Offertory Melody. .Geo. E. Whitney
still.
Nevin
Solo La Miserere
We ne'er can catch It, strive as we
Mrs. McDonald.
may,
Beethoven
-Organ Postlude
Evening Service.
When we reach the spot where It
Raff
Organ Prelude Cavatina
hovered so long.
Praise Service.
Far off in the mists of the future day,
Baldwin
Comes back its entrancing, resist- Offertory Meditation
So Loved the World"
"God
song."
Anthem
less
from "The Crucifixion"
Sir John Stainer
His professors gather his papers In
the evening to laugh affectionately at Organ Postlude From "Elijah"..
Mendelssohn
none
his Incoherent exuberances, but
there be of their number who would
1'irM Probytorlan t'liurrli. Corner
among the
check
his rampages
and Fifth street. .
heights empyrean. Perhaps his en Silver avenue
Morning Worship.
or
thusiasm turns to mathematics,
languages, or athletics; perhaps he Is Organ "Hallelujah Chorus" Handel
Just a plain, inconspicuous schoolboy,
gifted only with the eternal hope of Invocation.
seated.)
youth, and health and the joy of II v- - Hymn (congregation
J'salter and Gloria (congregation
ir.g.
standing. )
Among those of us who regard our-- 1
selves as so much older and so much Scripture lesson.
the
wiser, there Is ever the temptation to Anthem "Ye Shall Dwell in Stainer
Land"
cast the tolerant smile on the grad-- !
uate. Some of us might better con- -' Prayer.
smirk. Who Hymn (congregation standing.)Ashford BERNALILLO COUNTY
ceal that
knows? Ten years from now one of, Offertory
Mrs. Collins
those graduates may be our doss. Solo
COURT
The Inspirations of youth are hal- Sermon "Witnesses" Rev. J. H. Heald
lowed of the gods. I,et the graduate
alone; let him. swell with importance; Prayer.
The case of Petronella C. Crane
let him trample the heights or elo- Hymn (closing with Poxology.)
against J. I). Kmmons and J. H.
quence and stir the depths of logic; Benediction.
In the district court, had not
Smith,
let him go forth gladly, grandly. Postlude.
been settled at 3 o'clock this afterEveninic Worship.
dreaming
youth s fond
proudly,
Freinoon.
The case was given to the jury
dreams, painting life's fair Ideals: Organ Prelude "Prayer from Wagner
At 2 o'clock, when the
at noon.
schutz"
let him not go forth disillusioned
convened
for the afternoon,
court
Iet Hymn.
that will come soon enough.
Judge Abbott ordered that the next
him go Into the world his faith In the Responsive service.
Mozart case be called.
kyrie
Anthem
gods Inviolate, to
i, raver and choir response.
The trial of the case of Donaclano
Gallegos, plaintiff, against Mauriclo
uymn.
Strike for a newer thought.
Ortiz,
et al., over a promissory note
Sanctissima"
offertory "O.
Strike for a deeper name.
The
De Vilbae for $100, was then taken up.
Though with the thorns he trod be
original action was tiled In 1H04, and
sermon "Nature and Destiny and
wrought
j' Man"
Rev. J. H. Heald on account of the death of Ortiz, the
The uneasy road to fame."
Solo
Mrs. H. J. Collins case has been continued time after
b
Prave'r
jtime.
!
Y'ou '".er lVtl i.
Hymn and benediction.
Governor Hughes has been "trun down" by the New York legislature.
.Vi, M W UT.WK.
Taylor this week received a
J.
On the other hand, nothing would have been so fatal to his future as an
( liuicli 1th, It It V P1K AT Till: ( OLl Mlll S
F.plsconal
Methodist
First
to
hi?
nrpniatus for
notable addition
Indornement ly the New York legislature.
The Rev. J. C. Rollins, l. D.. pas-at IIOTKL TOMORROW.
conducting funerals. It i:
modern
The Sunday school meets wellowering devlT. U Is so constructed tor.
Our ROUGH BUT work aon'i have
Strangers are cordially
the lowering can be done so 9:45.
that
Morning worship at 11. to be washed over. Imperial LaunKing Alfonso opened parliament with a speech telling of the good re slowly, if deilrel, that you r.re hardly comed. Kpworth
League meets at
dry Co.
lations between Spain and Great Britain. They consist main'y jf uncles conscious of tn movement, or It can o'clock.
p. m.. anil the evening service Is at h
go at a reasmab'y rap.'d rale. Farm. o'clock.
and of cousins and of aunts.
for
order
Following is the
ROYAL U1T GALLERY.
Ington Times- - lustier.
n
The Ladies Aid society of the
Morning Worship,
(irfrnii Preln.l.
chare a will en;er:,'i.; their
In the
market at Chicago. September and December wheat
KOSCOE. THE ROOSTER.
"O Worship the King."
friends In ;li3 church paMors n.-Hvmn
went over the dollar mark. For wheat that hasn't been grown jet, this
Tuesday evirre. A Ri";. Art loil-ler- y
Apostles' Creed all uniting.
Is decidedly complimentary.
(llorla Patri
TRANSFORMATION?
will be a feature of the evening.
Responsive Reading Twentieth Sun- - Refreshments will he iwed aud
QALU ALWAYS
l
day.
everybody is urged to jo.ne and have
It looks J,s thouth it were as hard to find a juryman in the
The choir.
WINS.
The proceeds will
a pleasant time.
Morning Lesson.
case as the proverbial needle in the haystack.
be applied upon the pledge the soj Prayer.
ciety made to ti.e buildins f'ln for
Organ Response.
the new chur-- h.
( rTertory.
John W. Gates qulti Wall street, not broke but badly bent. "Bet you
Hymn "Rise. Oh My Soul."
million" Wail street will miss him.
s:..Vmn "Tliinca Which Abide." the
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Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

'

nt

I

I

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

t tO West Gold Avenue

Metropolitan

Concerts at Home

VICTOR
1.000
RECORDS
RECEIVED
JUST

,.,,.

.

WILL PAY THE BOY.

.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

124 South Second St.

I's-bvetria-

If There
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Hymn

Past"

Alfonio Pio Cisliono Eduardo Is the royal kl.llet's name. Spanish type
foundries will have to make an extra output of lower ca-- e "o's."

It

Is

president.

Juiii--

This may allow

,

Probably
A severe undulating earth shock was ft It at Irkutsk.
undulation
caused by the shock trying to pronounce the name.

"o

clod

our Help

in

Ages

Heiiedlctlon.
organ Postlude.
Kvening Servl.e.
Organ Prelude.
Praise Service.
Responsive Reading.
The Choir.
Prayer.
Organ Response.
Sermon "Success In Seeming Fnll- are. the pastor.
Hymn,
lienedlctlon.
Organ l'ostlti.le.
Strangers are Invited to all services
Lead avenue and South Third street.

reported that Fo raker will protest that he - not a candidate for
Evlder.tly some smart Aleck has gone and told him.

Lllen Terry is to publish her autobiography in
time for a chapter on "Marriage; Is It a Failure'.'''

or.

the
(To be continued.)

N. ryA
GOLD)

AV.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

"he bal v heir to the throne of Snain. helnir h.i'f E. tlish. Is liable to
be Impervious to the humor of the ceremonies.
Whin
rur.iki r comes out strong for Party good.
queering the party, "party good'' is Foraki r's long suit.
In a

may

bail g.ime. Justice Harlan made
a presidential possibility.

.t te

a

not

homo run.

enn.tfiec:

Justice II.

rnn.ent finally has prevailed over the ling mist.
The
jireecripticii on n ine of the other trusts.
Wisior-,-

n

deadlocked,

-

;ator.

cisl.iture is deadlocked over a
fc".!at ui es can't do mischief.

it

Jr.r!

The '.utfH thing, according to press reports, is

a

!vi

Try the
When

Is well.

He probably had

Kuroki made it a point to visit Pittsburg.
Pittsburg.
heard a fc'ieat deal
is the big

in ifc

Where

railroad trust.

nick?

PiA MO

Of all used and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
TODAY

spring is not extin. t, Los Angeles

that

Ireland has been offered a

you like

How would

South L.kot.i.

near-hom- e

bill.

rule

A

has held

usual, the Irish

will Hand Pat.

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC
ORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
BanDr. WlllluiiK'IndiitnPIU
iiBirne'iL .viu cure loom

TiiF

niii.nnFV

TOMORROW.
Po not Injure ihelr physioal nnd
m
mental well being with ln,linestible
bread. Kemember, they grow best
Htf a vuni.fi,.,. ."it-M- instant.
when fed best. Select a quality of
in t. lr. V illiums'lniluitil'ileO.nt
aud
went it prepared for Pile
bread that you know la made right I.,
jOve.-box it every way.
cf Hie private partt. (j t.v
Under tanltary condinn
I,.
nmil
r.
.i.ii.miilI
......I
1.00. fclLLIM5 tions, of good flour, properly mixed
ot pine hi) c. ntt iiui
and baked, o as to be wholesome am:
y"
3'IUftl.lUBIBU
nutritious, l;illinps' hre.ol on tila.
SON.
KOtt Ai.K BY S. TANN
will be found to fulfill every requirement,
I
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
BAKERY
PIO
AT WALTON'S DRUO
CANDIES,
: .
207 South First Street.
STORE.

ll
1 II
rM
1

1

I

willeitii!if ami lu tmif
II P
laPnm. ltabsorlillietumcir4
m
.....
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-

I

If tidal waves make presidents. Foraker won't
U.k O'i rien will rttire.

It is

t.

r hoped

tet

h,v I fcv.s

t

his feet wet.

LEARNARD
no call.

& LINDEMANN,

206 West Gold Avenum

The Square

Music Dealers

established 1900

todw Utaiie
of OMF.

T1IK MKN AM)

.

ven

Phone 98

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.M
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
MM
PER TON

G

FORTY

:

COAL

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

PIANO-BUY-IN-

Two f.et cf snow at P.adwood.
to be the Ue man?
JuM to :tt yet know
a flower tarr.lval.

TO BUY A

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

I

......

Meet

RTI"KIY. MY

ALBUQCEKQUE
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1R.

Sails

OVER

MILLION

rovery

In talking about the

MINES

Great Iron Deposits to be Developed by Eastern Company.
KocK Island Will Build Spur Thirty Two Allies Long
Into Fields From Point Ten Miles North
Financed.
of Carrlzozo-Heavi- ly

Mi

CITIZEN.

-

d-

Perry said:
".About lx year aii(, shortly, after
my son
killed, we went o the
mine
and stayed there all winter.
Several native were employed about
the mliii, anil while liassinir th's
shaft one day we noticed that the
dirt about the top was loose, a If
someone had fallen In. As the shaft
Is over l'ni feet deep we could not
see what had tumbled over. An In
vestigation was made, but no one was
reported missing, so we came to the
conclusion that It was a burro."
It la the opinion of Mrs. Perry and
others that the unfortunate man who
fell Into the shaft was some prospector, as a number were touring
through that vicinity about that

DOLLARS

INCOLN COUNTY

Fe.

EVENTS

L
INCREASED

OPENS EARLY!

PERKDT

Cool

OF

WILL

IR0NM0UNT

HAVE

1000

of

Money-Heal- th

Pupils

Has Been Good.

time.

have not made nt my regular
said iTol. A. I!. Stroup,
county superintendent
of schools,
this morning, "but 1 feel Nlfe in say
ing the Increase In attendance thi9
year throughout the county hn been
-- j per
cent.
"v have twenty-si- x sc hool district
In the county and thirty-siteachers,
ine school year has been extended
also, this year.
For example, dls.
trlct No. S had only three months of
school last year, tTut this year th
term was six months, and In general
throughout the different districts the
school term has been similarly ex
lenoeo.
"The only reason for not having
nine months or school in the county
is the laclt of money to keen the
schools open. The school revenue is
derived from the leasing of school
lands the Income from this source Is
from three to fifteen cents an acre
d
from
of the money paid for
liquor licenses, and Irom the poll tax
per
cent greater this
which is 100
year than last, and from the three
mill assesesment on the general tax
list. The money in the school fund
thus derived amounts to about $3.50
to each child in the county.
This Is
not enough to insure adequate educa
Hon fpr the pupils.
"We have good teachers, but would
have still better if salaries were
higher. The salaries of teachers run
from as low as $25 a month to $55 a
month. Ten of our teachers have
normal school training; five have been
part way through college, and five
are high school graduates.
Four
teen of the teachers are natives.
"Except In the mountain districts.
where bad weather has Interfered
the general attendance has been very
good.
No epidemic of sickness has
hlndere our work, and the general
health of the pupils has been good
"Two new school houses are being
built, one at Chlllli and the other In
district No. 3. Four more school
houses are planned and will probably
be built next year one at Atlisco, one
In district No. 4 and two in the liar
elas district."

repon.
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Contracts For 150 Ton Blast Furnace

Market of Southwest Will be
See Ir. Patchln's professional card
Given Full Supply ol Pig Iron Col. W. H. Greer Tells of Project
on page two.
W. L Trimble, the horse fancier,
Wnlch Means Much to Development of New Mexico.
left today for Uolden on business.
--

x

Ten car loads of fine porkers from
Colorado arrived here this morning.
en, rouie 10 (amornla.
Lincoln county Is to be the scene of , structural workers to secure Iron,
"1'y developing the Lincoln county
an extensive Iron Industry In the near
The Mutual Building and Loan a.
spur fields we can place pig Iron on the sociatlon
future, with a
of railroad from the Hock - Island, market of the west at lower figures
.""V,".. a new statement
111
a
U
I
near Carrlzozo. to the iron deposits, than either domestic or foreign deal-- a
Articles of Incorporation were filed
new town with a population of at j ers. We can turn out pig Iron at
least 1,000 and a 150-to- n
blast fur- - Ironmount as cheaply as it Is now yesterday01 for the Mount Olive Itaptist
Aiouquerque.
nace.
made at the big plants In Ulrmlng- - inurcn
Last night the Cotillion club gave
Thls statement was made this nam" An"
morning by Col. W. II. Urer, who
"The Lincoln county fields when its farewell dance of the season, a
has Just returned from California developed will be the biggest in the n,'R,S"p? affair, at the Casino.
Don t forget
tonight!
Merrv-u- o
points, where he has been engaged United states.
We have had them
in promoting the financing of the thoroughly
examined by experts, nounu starts ai second street nnd
They contain mammoth deposits of Wa(1 avenue. Everything brand new.
project.
The regular meeting of the Ladies
With him In California were a num- red hemltlte pig Iron, which can be
ber of prominent Ohio men, officials nanilleu easily. The California cap-- 1 I orn tne u. A. it. will be held tonight
uuu renows nan, at 7:30 o clock
of the company, who will arrive in ltatists realize what a demand for
iron there is in the southwest and
A train load of fine rottio tmm
Albuquerque next week.
This city pigwas
get
little
to
trouble
to
them
it
southern New Mexico and the Pecos
will be the headquarters of the comnnance ine company alter tney naa I v alley country, passed through
pany. It Is known as the Consolidatour proposition.
They
ed Steel and Iron conrpany, IncorporrSeorKe H. Craig, police Judge, re- ated three years ago under the laws realize the great future of the Iron cetved word this morning that his
Industry
counportion
in this
of the
s. Craig, of Dover Plains,
of New Mexico.
uncle,
The contract for
N. Y., was dead.
the furnace has already been let to try and made a thorough Investigaof
tion
the
market.
a Pittsburg firm and the Bock Island
The new trolley poles that were reThe board of directors of the com- - cently put up on Kallroad
railroad will shortly start work' on
avenue.
the thirty-tw- o
miles of railroad to pany consists of manufacturers, bank near the Alvarado, received a coat of
run from a point ten miles north of ers, shipbuilders 'and practical iron white paint today,
A marriage license was Issued this
m,,r... v f h mnrn
t
irnmvn
.iu
... kw ioM w. Ithe undeveinneH"
,
. i'
' " o
tiff fiv Ppnhai.
r'l
"
southwest, and particularly of New I v
tj.",,.,.
at once.
.
wuo.,uv,
of
UBILlrt,
Ln,
UfU
After several days In this city, the Mexico.
Ui Tijera, and .Senorita Paubllta Klnz
"The officers of the company who aged 18, of Carnuel.
officials of the company, accompanied by Colonel Greer, will go to Lin- will come to Albuquerque are Frank
meeting of the city council will
Yesbera, president, and A. C. Thomas, be Aheld
coln county.
city hall Monday night,
both of Toledo. Ohio. ai wnicnata the
The stock of the company has been secretary,
of important mat
Toledo men Inter- lers will benumber
placed among capitalists of southern Other prominent
brought
up before the
C.
are:
E.
Craig,
Craig
ested
of
the
California.
who are now building a city latners for adjustment.
In speaking of the big enterprise, shipbuilders,
The visiting Shrlners of the Aleppo
ship plant at Long Reach, Cal.;
which will mean much to the terri- big
E. B. Smith, of the L. S. Bridge com temple, of Boston, after a lively day
tory. Colonel Greer said:
pany of Toledo; II. B. Longdecker, In Albuquerque as the guests of the
"The
., company is strongly backed
.1
01 me recono .Nauonai dank local Shrlners, left last night for the
iim win expenu at once over a mil- - uresitieni
T.dedo, and other well know n To- Ihelr two special cars were
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
lion and a quarter
Th)s
dollars.
coupled to No. 8, which left at
expendlture
will
eventually reach
""""""
10 o'clock
about
"Julian Kennedy, of Pittsburg,
close to the ten million dollar mark
The banquet and reception given
the Iron fields are fully de knowledged to be one of the best
The following quotations were re
inursuay night In Ked Men's hall bv celved
At least a thousand men thorltles on Iron and steel In the Anona
by
J. Graf & Co., brokers,
United States, is the company's con- - tas, wasCouncil, Order of Pochahon- - over their P.own
will be employed In a short time.
private wires from
well attended.
The toasts
"A peculiar condition
of affairs suiting engineer. There is no
were well received and the refresh- New York. Room 37, Barnett build
the development of these tion but what the Iron Industry will ments
most excellent. The festivities Ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
be a great thing in the southwest In a
iron fields at this time.
t.
lasted until
"Nearly all of the pig Iron for the few- years."
Two
Xcw York Stocks.
drunks were before Judge
western trade comes from foreign
Colonel Greer recently underwent
94
morning, and each was Amalgamated Copper
, ,
countries, uomestic pig Iron sells ror a serious operation for appendiclts I i, raig7 .mis
1 he
125
police also arrested American Sugar
$30 a ton and can not now be had at iand is lust recovering.
American
Smelters
K'si,
for vagrancy
tha price. In Los Angeles today, "I am glad to get back to All.ii- - four
V,"v last night
? reasonably free American Car Foundry
37
building operations
fire seriously querque and into New Mexico ozone." f"'
undesirable
(S8
Atchison
I.
hampered and in many cases entirely he said, "and feel that I will rapid- "o
tils
62
Anaconda.
police department
edit
the
tied ud nuine- to th InnhiHtv rtf tho lv
S6
Baltimore and Ohio
Juan Martinez, the machlnest who Brooklyn
Kapld Transit
58 4
fired a shot at his wife In Barelas
173
Canadian Pacific
Mlllliliiv mortiiitlr hilt niluo.l hur an.l Colorado
31
Fuel
I
Kiebe among the men. and Misses who w'us u nnrehenHeri v.ibi;,v' a.
Chicago (treat Western coin ... 11
Geraldine Wood.
Monolita Stetson arraigned before
LIFELIKE
PICJustice of' the Cheasepeake and
Ohio
35'
and Etta Hue among the ladies. Miss peace of precinct the
5 today, and pleaded
r.rie coin
2.
t
was charged Erie first
Martinez
Xi, ,beTn,in some D?"".UfT
. ,
preferred
55
night. Wth UMIull
intent to kill, but G. N. Ore Ctfs
Thl
57
Musical Comedy on account of with
TURES IN
his
Himearlnir Louisville and Nashville
MINUTES companyManhattan
Ill1;
Is one of several companies
,
l.
74
Missouri
Pacific
run by Crawford and Kich. of El
bo Crooned
4
National Lead
Paso, who own the New Crawford
Tnf' Albuquerque Aerie, No. 16.1. of New York Central
113'
theater there, and also the Airdome.
t,1e
li'S
Fraternal Order of Eagles, will Normern 1'acmc
"Who's the next one, gentlemen? an open air play house. The Musical
35
and Western
Get your picture made life size for a Manhattan Comedy company will run hold memorial services for deceased Ontario
122
quarter. It will only take three min- at the Casino a month, giving besides members tomorrow and repair to the Pennsylvania
Heading
107
com
i
utes and it will last you all your life. "The Telephone Girl." several other cemetery to decorate the graves of Koc-- Island com
20
"The Rounders," "The Yan-- 1 Thomas Hughes. J. Oamenano Geo.
If the likeness isn't good, you needn't shows.
Southern
Pacific
kee
I.ugton
S2i
Girl."
"Man
the
From Borneo,"
pay your money!"
and Aaron Horry. The me129i
and the "Balunltlcs" are In their rep- - morial service for the dead members St. I'aul
The long, lanky, hungry-lookin- g
143 4
Pacific
lightning- artist sat on a camp stool etoire. It is the idea of the manager was to have been held two weeks II .nion
S.
S.
35
com
u
a
shows
ago, but owing
week
change
without
scarcity
at the corner of Kallroad avenue and nf hu" lint .hmil.l
to
the
of
...
...
V.
.
!)9
S. S. pfd
r, l..l.
Second street last night plying his ye
I Greene Cananea
manifest in any particular show Was OOStltoneil linfil lumnmiw
.154
nefarious calling. A gas Jet, fed by
Th
c
UV.'. ....v.
J
'
one
will replace it mime- - locul aerie was founded in 1 HO and
"l'll'"lItangp
two rubber tubes connecting with his anotner
Coper
3,1l
(tiateiy
pockets, was fastened to his broad
,,.-.- .
l,uulJ-i.,1
IllClliy
IUUM
lilt?
North Butte
..Ill
Perf nvn-hat, furnished a bright white light,
..mi i,r Mini eer l I, rum ment men In lht. .Ilv ,.n II- Butte
2ti
Coal
i
whh'h enabled the artist to draw his evening of the week besides matinees
Philip Jacques, advance represenOld Dominion
53i4
on Sunday afternoons.
subjects in strong relief. On a mechFe
tative
Mrs.
Santa
3
of
Copper
Flske,
plav
will
who
The
of
chorus
oompanv
the
musical
on
anism
his knees the artist supportin "The New York Idea." at the Helvetia
414
ed a huge pad of paper, on which he has the reputation of being lively anil here
Total sales 23o,cnin shares In
pood singers. They made a hit In El Klks theater on May tth. is in the
executed his portrults.
city
today
arranging
producfor
the
Pao.
"Who's the next one to he perpettion. This is the first time that Mrs. October cotton
$11.25
uated In churcoal for eternity?" said
July Wheat
will have played in Albuquer
fifi "S,
!6 '4
the artit.
que.
September
company
The
brings
wheat
she
hi3
with
A young man stepped up and sat A. S M. COLLEGE
IS
In
September
her Includes
corn
the cast George Arliss,
53
down before the man with the magic
Mason
others,
John
and
all of whom
pencil.
The artist ketched the outare members of the original Manhat
Siimninry of (Ton-ll- f loni.
lines of the face with rare accuracy
company.
tan
Theater
New York. May IS. London closed
which pro
RECEIVE
in an unhesitating
MEDALS
manner.
In the
in
play
New
dined
the
York.
The today and Monday.
allotted time the picture was finished
present tour of Mrs. Flske will emDuns ltevlew says Improvement In
and the sitter puid his quarter. Therea
brace
S.onO
stretch
of
miles,
all trade
more seasonable
followed
after the street ttrtist had all he could
told.
From here the company will weather.
Mtsilla Park. May IK. The fourth
do. As fast as one sitter arose anproceed
to
Paso,
El
says:
annual
and
from
competitive
there
Bradstreets
drill was held on
Taken as a whole,
other took his plaoe and Albuquerque the
the coast, after which they will go crop reports are trifle more encour-ag- l
battalion parade grounds.
The to
ik riener lonuy uy some liny era von
north as far as
in
rig.
enure school was dismissed to witportraits..
in Canada.
In nine months
ness the parade. A squad from each
Brooklyn P.apid
company had been selected and given
The American Lumber company Transit gross earnings
increased
special attention for several days in I band has an unusually attractive ,ro. 5.26 per cent, but expenses Increased
CASINO OPENS 10- per cent.
pieparauon lor tne contest, whlchlKram lor lis concert in the park Sun 12.12
Strength in exchange believed to be
was oetween the corporals and prl- - U1y night. These concerts will con- vaies. The best drilled corporal re- - Unue during the summer months, due to sale jof European securities
celved a gold medal, and also the best TI" hour of the concerts will be from here.
Banks gained on week's currency
drilled private. These medals were 8 to 9 p. m until further notice,
$3,253.7"".
worth working for. Lancelot Walker, The band has among its members two movement
expects
London
In Bank
"THE TELEPHONE
C.IKL" WILL who is a member of the sophomore J-bonatlde composers of music Mr. I. of England rate asreduction
soon as loss of
class, won the corporal's medal, and
Cook, French horn player and lead- - gold to
IiE THE nilKT BILL EIG1I-TEKceases.
Paris
Alonzo Hyatt, a member of the Junior
r of the Ellis' orchestra, and Mr.
Iron trade authorities report stiff
PEOPLE IV CAST.
preparatory class, won the private's lu Schmlnke, clarinet soloist. Com- - ening
or
prices continues.
meiiai. ine winners were membem I positions from each of these trentle
I men
will be heard Sunday night
Beginning tomorrow
evening, the oi company A and B, respectively.
Kansas City livestock.
Manhattan Musical Comedy company
ine Ainuquerque Boosters. written
Kaiu-a- s
IK.
Cattle re
by Mr. Cook, and "Juanlta March." ceipts 3ci0.City. M.,
will hold forth at the Casino. The
Market steady. Native
company will arrive tomorrow morn- SKELETON AT THE
dedicated to The Evening Citizen, steers $4.5016.0(1:
outhern steers
ing from El Paso, where It ha been
written by Mr. Schmlnke.
ti.TiOy 5.40: southern cows S3.00 4r
playing to crowded houses In spite of
4. 25: native cows and heifers 13.00 fi:
unfavorable weather.
BOTTOM OF A SHAFT
stockers and f i lers 1 3 r,0 Ti r. 00
HOTEL .M.KI VAI.S.
Paul Kiebe. the manager, is alhull f3.i'u-D.5n: w. tern fed Meers
ready here, and has made all ar$4.2Srt 5.50; western fed cows 13 25
.VI i arado.
rangements for producing the "TeleC. T. Madstn, chlcugo: T.
Iahn, 1i f4.75.
phone Girl" Sunday night. The com
In the
of a human skele- - Altadena. Cal.; ". E. Smith. I.
heep receipts rif, . Market nomEl Paso; inally
pany comprises seventeen members, ton at the bottom of an
abandoned
steady.
N.
Sanipliner, liayton, Ohio; A. L.
principals ami chorus and in the cast shaft, near Golden, N. M., several Sailors,
IS.
City;
Kansas
Sinerray,
ar such accomplished
ago,
days
artists as
there hangs a tale.
The
Fe; James 11. Gran, Chicago;
Clilcatio I h 'tock.
iiiuirv, neorge spauliling. shaft, together
iiiik
with others, was Santa
y -- Cattle receipts
.May
1
A. A iiiitcltmim
nirinu u, . n r .11"'.Chicago.
Eddie Murray, James Lillon and Paul owned by the late H II.
steady Leeves 14 LT, n
Perry, of Michaels, Torrance:
Market
Gus Soeniler.
Louisville, Ky.; Charles B. Andrews, Ti 4.i; cows ll.Mi-i- :, i0; heifers $2.70
5.40; calves $4.5' i 6.25; good
to
I'enver; Philip Jacques, New York; prime
steers $5.35 Ti 45; poor to me-1H. K. Larkin. Las Vegas; George
Td!
I.
$ 4
'lium
steers
stockers
and
Pratt, Chicago; E. W. Awnelf. Den$2.S0fi 5.15.
ver; James A. Fielder, Demlng; S. feeders
Pheep receipts 2"' '. Market steady,
Guilartnas, New York; Ned Spitz, II. N'ative.t
$4.50 'n ii.2" western $4..VCj
W. Bonrneyer. K.insas City; C. H
yearlings $' 0 Jj 6. so; lambs
('handler, H. E. Chandler. 'Miss R fi.15:
$J.2 i 6. 7 5 ; westci
$6.25fj 8.75.
(.handler, Chicago; L. Hallen. Denver; George H. Bissford,
Wichita.
t.
JaiiU Wool
Market.
Kan.; A. B. Pierce, Los Angeles.
St. Louis, May
Wool
steady.
Territory and west, n mediums
.
St
27c: tine meillum
line 14
F. B. Sharpe, Chicago; Mrs. W. S. ii 1 7c.
Millwer, Los Lunas; A. L. Johnston.
Kansas City; 11 ij. Sels. Isleta; C.
Money M irket.
New York, May
Hill. Arizona; George W. Oakley,
Money on call
Kan-a- s
City; M. G. Keene. Springer; nominal; prime m antile p.. per 5'-per cent; tllver t" '
F. H. Wlelandev. St. Louis:
I "awes,
Denver; J. A. Wood. Kansas
city; o. C. Derry, Cimarron. Kan.; J.
iwlter Market..
pelt.T nuiet.
It. Smith, Cimarron, Kan.; Mrs. Can-- l s;.St. Louis, May
eld, Wlilard; I
S. Harding. H. D.
Stevens. liMston; .1. E. Shaw Van. C.
YOURS
FOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE
K. Bald wiii, G. P. Anderson,
San
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Teachers Should Have More

1

101

Make Your
Hot Porch

25

re

Courses . of Study Offered
Prospective Teachers More
Varied Than Ever.

ssflT

MTk

The summer session of the NormUl
university at I.as Vegas will begin on
June 17, and continue for eight
weeks, closing on August 8.
The
courses to be offered are more extensive than ever. Classes will be organized In elementary
psychology,
management, theory and pracsool
tice of teaching, observation of primary methods, nature study, musl.
drawing, four classes a day In algebra, the same number In arithmetic,
two In physiology, two in United
States history, two In geography,
inree in grammar, reading, ortho
graphy, penmanship and elementary
learning.
The examination for first, second
and third grade teachers' certificates
will be held on August 7 and S. and
the licenses Issued as a result of this
examination do not need approval by
a county superintendent of schools or
by a county examining board.
The following- branches are the
ones required for the respective grade
or cerlllicate under which they ap
pear:
inirti tirade. Beading,
orthography, grammar, geogra
phy and arithmetic.
second urade. Beading,
orthography, grammar and com.
position, geography, arithmetic, phy
siology. United Stutes history
and
elements of teaching and school man
agement.
First Grade. Reading, orthogra
phy, grammar and composition, pen
manship, geography, United States
history, physiology, civil government,
arithmetic and elementary pedagogy
(including school management, the
ory and practice of teaching), and
one of the following branches:
Ele
mentary algebra, elementary botany,
elementary
zoology
elementary
physics, elementary bookkeeping.
botany, zoology, nhvs
les and bookkeeping will not be offered as branches of instruction In the
summer session, but teachers will
have an opportunity to write on anv
of these branches at the examination
to be held at the close of the session
Elementary algebra, however, will be
offered.

ALBERT FABER'S
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New-York-

Puts System Into Your Business

W

HEN you pay all bills by check, your business n recorded
accurately.
Each Item showa for Itself. There la a correct record of all recelnts anil xnndlturs In vnnr Thank

book.
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Ton hava poaltlva
proof that you paid each obligation.
Wa give tha same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
.
.au...t,
T
mM- - .1
ill T.
1

k.i...
The Bank of Commerce
I

Herbert O. Reynolds died here last
night of pulmonary trouble. Deceased
has only resided In Albunueroue
three months.
He was 23 years of
age ana came from Ouelph, Ontario,
Canada. The remains will be taken
to Canada
for Interment.
The
mother of the deceased will accom
pany the body.

lr.Christine
Clu-istiii-

Mrs.

aunt of

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

K0DtX)A. C. BIMCKE

0;

Jlj-i-

and JOnX

S.

MITCHELL invite their friends to make

headqnartera at

Mc;illlvray.
Mccillllvray.

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

I

I

Where to Dine Well

the

Mrs. William Fraser, the well

Santa Fe Restaurant

ncning. nteeciing,
or
protruding
illnd lilies yield to Doan's Ointment,
'hronlc cases soon relieved,
ured. Druggists all sell It.

Eastman Kodaks

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
-

Under

Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
I

finally

iipplb's Finishing for Amateurs.
oan Kodaks free.

Open Day and Night.

SS-avo-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

I

.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the caret lesa
and the worries fewer.

I

HAW LEY

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ladies' and Men's Clothing- Clean- I'ressed and Kepaired. Men's
Milts made to order. All work guar- nieed. I'rlces reasonable.
I.

tOS N

I

FLIT SCREENS

rirtt St.

C. F. Allen
;alvanl'd

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

Iron Cornice. Tin Itoof- Tanks, Gulvaniz4-r
Water Tanks, liie and
Work.

Inir,

Miccp-cll-

p

SUPERIOR
PI4AXIXG MIJLL
SEE OUR NEW liKICK UUILDLNO

Id-pai-

208

1- -2

IN TOUR nOMft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Morelii, the Tailor

West Cold

OOwOK00O00wO4a

J.

y

25-T- i

-

New Mexico

known sheep owner of the neighbor
hood or Chilill, died this morning at
3:20 o'clock at her home, 307 South
Arno street. In this city.
Mrs. Mc- (illllvray was X6 years nf age at the
time of her death, which was due to
old age.
The deceased has lived In
this country for fifty years and In
the city of A Ihuqucrque for six years.
Her death will be mourned by a large
circle or Trlends in this city and else
where. The husband of Mrs. MeCllll- vray'sdaughter. William Fraser, Is a
prominent and Influential man In the
territory and the family Is prominent
in
ie artalrs of the southwest.
An Infant child of Fellppe Turrata.
of Duramis, died last night.

-

i

1

California

X

I

Staab Building

A Checking Account

IIcrlM'rt O. ltcvnol.ls.

(11

di-r,-

..

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

CA-DE-

I

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

mld-nlgh-

30

Moil Comfortable PUc
in th Honsa."

PORCH SHADES

ques-warran- ts

IMS

C.

Vudor

'

-

--

will give
Vudor
you a cool, cclu(led restful
retreat on the hottest dayt,
elding another
practically
room to yonr home
nd
that room the most comfortable, serviceable room of
all.
Call and see our stock

10 per cent.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
tha longest, most economical; full measure,
BUILDINQ
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIKST STREET AAD COAL AVE. ALllCQrERQCE, NEW MUX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
A

small cash payment and

$20.00 a month will buy a

p4K)4K)K5K)K0

house, with bath.
REALTY

Do You Need

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

i

urj-es--

1

"

T

.

Mai-rial-

Mrs. L. V. Cirome, Helen;
Slugh. San Francisco; John A.

Sum
Flag-es- t,

Kansas City; J.,y Mathews. Kansas City, V. A. Prott, Los Angeles.

Free Phonographs
see

lit

C.
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C'raitje.

Iienlson,
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BEST OF QUALITIES

Hatters

NKVV

T.'IfrJ

M. J.

H.ii-Vt!.o- .;

I;us.
III.

Kl
K-

I Ol. I Mlll

-i

S

xtrrit 1:.

Clothing
bicum
.s
and Pressed.
Orders Attended
10
Promptly.

.
and after .May
our
fjel liusiness will be conducted retail
on a
ca.sh basis. This n.eans that payment
must accompany the order or be made
at time of delivery. No f jel will be
unloaded until it has been paid for.

n

IC-h-

W. H. HAILS

&

Ck-anc-

CO.

-- Os-

FREE fcUNCH
ELEPHANT.

Fr.r's f;o4D.

AT WALTON 'h

AT THE
4

n

o

I'Klti

WHITE

root hffi
STORE.

2

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212

ocooooooocc

I

Ex-rci-

Corner
3rd St.& Cold Ave.

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

Hats Cleaned anil Itlotked la
any fctjlc Panamas a
Ke-clal- ly

Savoy.

It. S.

TRY US- -

The Albuquerque

MATTICUCCI
Ilrst
Ier.

Highland Livery

tslioeiiiakcr and repair- Just revived iJiipiiient of new
t'lusM

Saddle horses a
drivers in the city.
the picnic

Phone 580.

oD9cmofKmo9oom

GREEN FRONT,

105 North First St.

NORTH SECOND ST.

I

, hon

JiAMIiKOOK

3.

specialty.

Best

Proprietors of
BROi.

tia

John Street

J

ALBUQUERQUE
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alio slied llV decree In isfill and
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EVEN1N0

sATi

CITIZEN.

pGroning

Girls
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

cause." should have
the mikado
t n anion
the first to no msam-cie'- i
luring tl,..
reconstruction
period. He objected to the torising
Inforeigners
ascendancy of the
it was his idea to see the
fluence,
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
emperor in absolute control, only he
Growing girls need care, advice and medicine,
doubt about the
wished to have no
clan of Satsuma standing next to the
especially on reaching the age of puberty. A
throne.
General Salgo retired to Kngoshl-mmother's tender care and words of caution will
Capital and
where he established a "private
highly
teach
As for medicine, a
school." ostensibly toknowledge,
often
wonders.
accomplish
but
useful branches of
actuallv for Instruction 111 military,
gentle, safe and reliable strengthening tonic is
...
..1.1
i
nt
could
.a
.Lin.
i jpi
the declaration exercises. It has been said he
..f ....
- . ,
ii eneral Kurokl
i.. Ull'l
VtlUM
r.'..
......
ty,.-.......
ofcommand
thp
-'
was
war
with
of
in
tn
....a
r.o.nuo
Itussla
samurai
...it
any
.
time
n
n.
have had at
nun
Wine of Cardui,
by of the First division, consisting of to answer his call. His school was
fleers or the army navy sent
a subject of susplc- years
nf (lenera! 4 i.tmt men, which was at once hurseveral
It will prevent and relieve pain, regulate the
for
the itilkailo as the escort
was
the ried to Corea. This rnmman
Kurokl. who officially represents exIon. for It was observed tniu one
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
to
last
the
study.
field
and
in
to
the
the
first
devoted
was
Jamestown
a
Nippon
at
the
dav
lanii if
functions, clear the complexion and strengthen
leave it.
Ills campaign extended hour
of the time was
balance
position.
the
while
and Manchuria, and spent in various military exercises.
the constitution.
Every rank of lioth arms of the through his("urea
direction and that of the
nervlce has Its member, ami every under
Great Sntminii Itolxdllon.
strategy
genrral
developed
It
staff
reIt is a valuable medicine for growing girls. It
lias
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Every second some one. somewhere, Is
Buying a little
Box of Cascarets.
I. 2, 3. 4. 5,
times to the Minute,
60 Minutes to the Hour, 3600 Boxes an
an Hour,36.000Boxesa Day of Ten Hours.
1.060,000 Boxes a Month, and then some.
Think of It -- 220,000" people take a Cas- caret tablet each day.
Millions use Cascarets when necessary.
The Judgment of Millions of Bright
Americans Is Infallible. They have been
Buying and Taking Cascarels at that rate
for over Six years.

The Famous Originals
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NEW

FOR MiSSOUR

35 Years Ago.

Muskogee. I. T., May 18. The labor situation which confronts the new
state Is a serious one. There is a
scarcity of labor everywhere.
The
farmer finds it almost impossible to
fret hands, and when he does find
them he finds that they are asking
tremendously high prices for their
labor, nearly double what they could
be secured for a few years ago. A
good farm hand wants from $30 to
$40 a month, and he is getting it.
.Skilled labor Is In even greater demand than unskilled.
Lack of
enough skilled labor and lack of
material is seriously retarding many
lines oi aeveiopment. Even common
laborers are scarce in all of
larg
er towns, and In nearly everytheone of
mem one will tina employment agen
cles advertising for men.
There is a specially strong demand
ior men witn teams in most parts o
the state. This is due partially to
railroad building, oil and gas pipe
line construction and partially to the
on ami gas aeveiopment.
sr'ai
These conditions, and the unions
have made labor very independent in
ine new state.
The farmers are
nearly all in the Farmers' union, and
tney are just now busily engaged In
Boiving some Interesting
and vita
questions in regulating
the supply
nd demand of farm products. The
farmers of the new state have
a more advanced stand In this taken
mat
ter, perhaps, than any state In the
union, unless it be Texas. They are
prosperous, independent and intelli
gent, iney are able to carry out
ineir plans If they prove sound.
In addition to this very enviable
condition, farmers now and for some
years at least will continue to ah
solutely dictate the politics and the
policies of government of the state.
Their unions demand certain things
am me political parties
dare not
deny them. The unions do not go
into politics, but they declare for
certain things, and the political party
that can comply first does so and
adopts the measure as a Dartv nlank
The labor unions and the farmers'
union are standing side by side in
tnese policies, and this state more
than any other Is responding to the
demand or organized labor.
Yet. with all these favorable conditions, there is a scarcity of labor
In every line of development and settled IndustryThe state seems to
be growing so fat that the tremend
ous influx of people cannot supply
the demand for labor.
The Midland Valley machine shops
at Muskogee would employ 100 more
men than are now on the pay roll
If they could be secured.
For such
labor the men draw from $3.60 to $5
r
day, and they get all of the over
time work they can do In addition.

Mexico, Mo., May 18. This city
and Audrain county are in a fever
of excitement over the claim of Mrs.
A. I Krause, of Nome, Alaska, who
is representing her mother, Mrs. Nell
McSwain, of California, in what
promises to be one of the greatest
land cases in the history of Missouri.
If Mrs. Krause can substantiate the
fact that her mother did not sign the
deeds to the vast tract her father
sold more than thirty-fiv- e
years ago
and can overcome the statute of limitations, as her attorneys hope to do,
the title to real estate valued at more
than $250,000 will be clouded.
Mrs. Krause Is a soldier of fortune, and her life story is replete
with
adventures as interesting
as those
found In books of Action. She has
been preparing this move for several
months and quietly perfected her
plans before she announced that she
Intended to sue for her father's old
estate. She is a handsome woman of
forty-fivslightly gray, but with a
striking carriage and apparent good
health. She was the only woman
with the famous Massachusetts party, four members of which were lost
seven days and nights on the Valdez
glacier In 1897 and lived with little
food and no fire or shelter of any
description.
In speaking of this famous expedition that attracted so much attention
at the time, Mrs. Krause said:
"We were bound for Copper river.
the fame of which was Just beginning to be spread abroad. The first
part of the trip was made by boat,
but later we walked, as navigation
was Impossible.
In crossing the
glacier, which was seamed with dangerous fissures, one of our number
made a misstep and disappeared with
an agonizing cry. We let down eighty
feet of rope In our attempt to rescue
him, but he shouted up to us it was
useless, as he was so tightly wedged
between the ice and with both arms
broken that nothing could be done.
We remained at the spot where he
fell until his voice was too weak to
be heard, and then departed.
The
oooy was never recovered.
a
snort time arter we had crossed
tion field of ice we discovered that
provisions were getting low and
that It would be impossible to pro- without great danger of starva- tion. Some of the party went to a
foo! c?ul,i
haLo1m.r Vo.ll1,"nii'
"
ueciueu
to Jreturn to Nome.""' Resides
mvself
there were In our party Harry
of Tacoma. Wash.: a Russian, whose
name I do not remember, and Albert
isrooKs, or Alton, JU.
"We were lost seven days on the

Gertrude Rutledge
May Gabriel
Bae Hamilton
Gus Pixley
Bobby Harrington
Fred Guilliard
P.M.

Carriages

Heart Strength
Heart Strer.irth. or Heart Weltne. means Kerr
Strength, cr Nenre Weakness nothing mors. Po.
ItlTtiy. nst one weak heart in a hundred is. In lu
elf. actually diseased.
It li almt always a
hidden tin j little nerve that really
- all at fault.
Ibis obscure nervt the (rdiac. or H.art Nerra
simply lireds, and Diust have, more .ower. more
Utility, more controlling, more governing
strength. W ithout that the
mutt continue
to tail, and the stomac h and kidi;ts
alio bay
lies same controllii g nervri.
lliis cl.arly
why. as a medicine. Pr.
Jhoop Krstorative hat in the nest done to much
lor rak and ailing Hearts. Vr. shoe, first nought
me cause of all this painful. i.al itating.
suftomt.
"ig n.rt distress. It. fchoop s Kotonttive
thi
Pc'Mi.ur prescni tlon 1 alone directed to these
"d wasting nerr. centers. It r.uilcisj
iVstniigthens: ii c.ff.ra real, genuine heart help.
I you would
hat. siroi.g Hearts, stnxig
strengthen these Serves
them fcl needed, with

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

j

11

cinder and the last four were

right."

You'll find them

here

right."

me mall you free, to prove
merit, samples of my Dr. Snoop's
Kestorative, and my Book on either
dyepepsla, the heart, or the kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kidneys, are merely symptoms of a deeper ailment. Don't make the common
error of treating symptoms only.
Symptom treatment Is treating the result of your ailment, and not the
cause. Weak stomach
nerves the
inside nerves means stomach weakness always. And the heart and kidneys as well have their controlling or
inside nerves. Weaken these nerves
and you Inevitably have weak vital
organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's
Restoration has made its fame. No
other remedy even claims to treat the
"inside nerves." Also for bloating,
biliousness, bad breath or complexion,
use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write
for my free book now Dr. Shoop's
Restorative sold by all dealers.

p. m.
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Thos. F. Keleber
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Bur est and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
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WILLIAM CIIW'LIX
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ANN

SON

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E3TAT
LOANS.

O

THE COI,ORAI0 NATIONAL CO.
LIKE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
"An old line" Insurance eomnanv.
umpie capital, solid, conservatlve. progressive. Writes liberal con-otracts of Insurance and Investment
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers, Com-cee- d
merclal Club building,

ASIN

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Bulldlna

O

"It lends
with the foot"

start.

MAUGER

VJOOL

Sunday Night May 19
The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co,

thaVs
absolutely
comfortable

The Telephone Girl

N.

farm

Children

8,CollRid

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KUEXWORW
Masonic Building, North Third Btr

Ota

bltitr,

$400

)xfords,
$4.00

25c.

D. A. SLEYSTER

ISP

ligh Shoes,
35c.

THIRD STREET

Arm

A Great Show
With Sixteen Musical Numbers

INSURANCE, REAL EST AT B
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Let us fit you,

No Reserved Seats

k)oooooococooo coooooooocooo

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

i

Railroad Awtnuo

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. Its.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY worm.
and get it back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,
j
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BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OK ALBUQUERQUE.
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE COST.
INO $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB' A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP-PINPOINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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TO BELEN. N. M.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
I

im

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.

Im-

ONE-THIR-

OHN

BECKER,

I
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Pres:

WM. M. BERGER,

0
0
0

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

l

K

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S.

v"! Zl.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

Railway Center

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

.

Sec);
r

'

K404K
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ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROrGII TO BELEX, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOCTII.

The Belen T own and Improvement

0
n
H

1

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

'

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Has
urain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
ana cigars. Place your orders lot
this line with u.
NORTH TH TJ 8T

shoe

IN"

Admisston

riRm

INSURANCm

Secretary Mutual Building Assocism
tion. Office at 217 West Rallrw
aTenue.

.lhe burning and aching. W.-- E.
nausea by stitt soles and the
jpvils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
with Raube and Mauger
Office, lis North First 8C
iinables a woman to be on her
ALBCQl ERQUE, N. M.
feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
TOTI A Off API

Grand Opening

et AUK
and certain relief
. PII,-'irom JJr. shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note It Is made alone for Piles.
and Its action is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by its use.
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass Jars 60c.
Sold by all dealers.

A. E. WALKER,

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
'fie

o

rami

"Just

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them, price, 25 cents. Samples
tree. For sale by alt dr"glsts.
o
Subscribe for The TSrentng ClUaera

Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.

t III
'Vyl

Sold

priced

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

ur

j

right"

"Just

MANDELL

M.

for men excels in al the little things which make for genuine
nhoe worth and sa isfaction.
Below is a new model built over our celebrated Swagger last.
Uxtord, box kid top, finished with that
it is a ratent
unemion to cictun vnicn cnaracti frizes our best work.
The price is $4, aid you will pa v it cheer- fully when you see lie shoe. Lo :ok for the
v
trade-mar-

I--

S25.00.
te

KEITH'S KONQUEROR SHOE

with-

out food.
"The feet nnd legs of the men were
so badly swollen that
they could
scarcely walk, though I was not
bothered that way at all. The last
two days are terrible to recall."

to

912.00

We've a complete line of
furnishings.
The "little things" that all good dressers want "just

j

ALL CLASSES

PGmfifMER,

b--

ilfiJi

Prices 50c 75c and $1.00

long-taile-

WOMAN

Another two were in reserve but they
were not needed, and according to
Miss Gray, sat on the fence and
laughed at the teacher while their
companions administered
the punishment. Miss (iray was taken home
In a carriage after the attack and
says that as soon as she recovers
she
will swear out warrants fur the women.
The attack is the outgrowth of
ih. irttes which were filed against the
hanr'ime si hooltna'ant a week ago,
when the women of the village declared that her conduct In school
was not up to the ('hardon standard.
They said that her habit of adjuwt-h.- g
her garters while tne class was
ii. session and of sitting with her feet
prorped up on the desk while she
read novels caused. a display of
dainty ankles, hos.-- lingerie,
and
'which annoyed the pupils."
When lhe trial was held, however,
the village school trustees decided
the te n her was not g'liliy and
that
refu-ei- l
to discharge her.

CJ lon go

VMOX SIAUE CLOTHIXO.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.

!

They are Trade Thieves who would rob
mFFAI,0 PCNC1I AT VAXX'S
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
Cascarets of the "Good Will" of the people. NEW FOUNTAIN.
the news.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
and sneak unearned profits, earned and
paid for by Cascarets.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
A Dishonest Purpose means a Dishonest
TRANSFER STABLES.
Product and a Disregard of the Purchasers'
Horses
and Mules Bought and
Health or Welfare.
Beware of the Slick Salesman and his
BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
ancient "Just as Good" story that common
Second Street, between Railroad and
sense refutes.
Copper Avenue.
Cascarets are made only by the Sterling
Remedy Company and put up In metal box
with the "
d
C " on the cover.
They are never sold In bulk.
Every tablet marked ' CCC."
Aear and endorse Keith's Konqueror Shoe. It has friends in
DEVOES ItEADY PAINT
every state in tin I'nion, and a reputation for stability and
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
Be sure you get the genuine.
7ig
comfort which 36 jears' of successful shoemaking alone can give.
PALSIETTO ROOF PAINT

e,

C

Kohn Brothers

Kane

and Their Incomparable Cast
and a Heal Singing ani Dancing
Chorus of Nature's
FAIREST FEMININE 1TX1CTTY
Seats on sale at Matson's Hook Store
Tuesday, May 21st.

And many other painful and s'erious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
BEAT PRETTY GIRL
MOtners Friend.
I his great remedy
is a God-sen- d
to women, carrying
TltlsTElOS ACQ I "IT II Kit OK
them through their most critical
HIT WOMEN REordeal with safety and no pain.
SORT TO SI on nri.K.
'harden. Ohio. May IS. After the No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
school trustees had acquitted
Miss and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
I'earl Gray, the pretty teacher of the
village school, of the charge of
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
her garters and displaying too
The child is
much of htr dainty ankles in full a condition more favorable to speedy recovery.
a
i
view of her class, two women of (tisv
i,m,..
auu
utdiiuy, stiuug
narrton today took it upon them'
selves to remonstrate with her for pocdnatured. Our book
conduct.
her
Their remonstrance
took the form of waylaying Miss
luoinernoou, is worm ISVliiUJ
Gray on her way to school and adU U
ministering .a snund beating to the its we ight in gold to every
dashing teacher.
woman, and will be sent free in plain
Miss Gray is iT, years obi and usuS
ally would be able to take care of envelope by addressing application to
herself in such an encounter, but the
two women proved too much for her. Brad field Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
JEALOUS

If not, be fair with yourself this tlmg and read cart-full- y
what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
Tou will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments that for Myle,
nobby
ratterns. fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by -

ck

Gladys Van

Cascar-el'ssucce- ss

N

mon Workers.

IK--

Murray-Ma-

There Is also a Reason
Whv there are Parasites who attach
themselves to the Healthy Body of
Imitators. Counterfeiters,

High Prices Paid For the Ser- Says Mother Did Not Sign
vices of Skilled and ComDeed to Property Sold

-

Htve you purchased your summer suit?

well-pleas-

LAID

STATE

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

nt

Pve-- Five Millions of Dollars have been
r
Spent t o make the merits of Cascarets
known, and every cent of it would be lost,
did not sound merit claim and hold the
constant, continued friendship, Patronage
and Endorsement of
people year
after year.

turn nnrn
IflllM DUtd

Just a Word

23

LCOK WHO'S COMING!

660

-

May

ica buy Cascarets as Fast as the
"
Ten-Ce-

1
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Clock Ticks.

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mat
tings from
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If ny reader of The
r.n knows of th dead mnn,
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OXFORD TIES

RAP IIS

lll lt IDUKCAST.
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Iienver. 'ol.. May IS. (leneially
cooler
fair tonight and Sunday;
outheat portion.
TKAIN

AltKIVAL.

No. 1 On time.
No. 7 On time.
No. 9 on time.
No. X First neition, 7:."i.'
second section, 9:51 p. ni.
No. 4 On time.

For Women, Men and Children
style and comfort
Everybody
of
time
the year. Come
this
wants low shoes
and inspect our new models. They are snappy in style, fit close around the ankle and over,
the instep, no slipping up and down of the
heel, and they require no breaking in.
$1.50 to $2.00
Women's Dongola Oxfords
2.25 to 3 50
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords
2.50 to 3.50
Oxfords
Kid
Women's Patent
1.50 to 2.25
Women's Canvas Oxfords
3.00 to 4.00
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords
Men's Calf or Vici Kid Oxfords 2.50 to 3 50
1.50
Men's Common Oxfords
1.25 to 2 50
Oxfords for boys and girls
who-valu- es

r.

Y.

Jut Now, a Very Choice

Ilr.

T.

M.

Michaels, of Torrance

yeteril;iy.
Fielder, a prominent

vlHltert In the city

James

S.

law

yer of Demlng. is In Albuquerque
r. K. Smith. In clmme of the Pullmini ofllce at Kl Pusxi, upent yesterday

-

the city.
evening
Frank Sully left yesterday hunting
for MagdiileitH, N. M., on a
In

trip.

Mrs. Thoniim Clay, of I.ns Vegas. Is
vlsltinir her son, Charles Clay, of this

city.

Dr. and Mrs. A. I!. Henderson, who
have been visiting at Silver City, have
returned to this city.
Run SpenKler. another liquor man
from Louisville, Ky.. was In the city
yesterday, Keeking business.
Mrs. K. A. Newcomb ,of this city,
Is snendlnir her summer vacation at
the Valley ranch, on the Pecos river
O. H. Van Stone, manager of th
Hughe? Mercantile company at
tancla. X. M.. spent Friday in Santa

Prof. It. It. ljirkln. superintendent
of the public schools at Las Veg:m
transacted business in Albuquerque

MAYNARO

CO.

MEXICO'S LEA DMO JEWELERS
South Second St.
The Arch Front
MBW

622-62-

THE WAGNER

4

SL

GO.

HARDWARE

8
.

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

Plumbers

3

W.R.R.Ave-

-

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

made, and needle shaped instead of
being faked into shape by pressure
8 8 of the Tailor9 Goose (or flat iron) you wouldn't get
Wf Siu.1.
HI that result.

gl

Hart Shaffner & Marx

jj

Because they are made to hold their style and shape.
We think you will find these suits the best kind
of a clothes investment you ever made.

!kSpring

m:st
(MORROW

1 1
8

1

COLI'M- -
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The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Phono 185 8
iih ki:
James McBrlde, of the American r.rs motix.
M NEW 111. M K 111 .RR l I'll..
Q
Lumber company, has returned from
C
Kstancla. where he visited neverai
ZEIGERS
OOOOOOOOOCX3000000000C00000
THE
DON'T
FORGET
days with friends.
CAFE RESTAURANT TOMORROW
Mrs. W. T. Iteld. who has been
DINNER.
SUNDAY
with her friend, Mrs. Harry FOR YOUR
Herman, at Las Vegas, returned to BEST IN THE CITY FOR FIFTY
this city last evening.
CENTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Hen Welller. of Las
During 'the summer months. I will
Vegas, were In the city yesterday. Mr.
in a nmiieti
Welller was formerly In business in me nrivite instruction college
pre
number nf students in
Albuquerque.
grammer school branch
A. D. Coleman, a local electrician, paratory tnd
wram
At home mornings. 410
has accepted a position at Silver City, es.
115-11- 7
Itreet. Rupert F. Aplund.
with the new electric llgnt plant ne Seventh
professor
of Latin and greek, Univer
Ing erected at that city.
sity of Nnv Mexico.
Between Railroad and Ceppir Ave., Tel. 74
A girl baby was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Foley, of WlnsLow. Ariz.
riiti;
i.ornovs
Thursday morning. The proud father ICK
CKIAM AT VAX VS.
o
formerly lived In Albuquerque.
BEST SUNDAY DINNER IN THE
J. A. Wood, of Kansas City, form
erly superintendent of the (lolden, X. CITY AT ZEIGERS CAFE RES
M., Gold Mining company, spent yes TAURANT. FROM NOON TO 3 P. M.
terday evening In the city.
ONLY FIFTY CENTS.
Dr. and Mrs, W. T. Wlttwer. of Los
night
city
last
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Lunas, arrived In the
and will return home tonight artelupending the days with friends.
FOR SiLE Firnt class work team.
2"! South Arno strep
H. O. 8els. the well known store
house, 11
keeper at Isleta, N. M., arrived In the Folt KENT Uoominir
close in. Furnished or un- cltv last night to visit his wife, who
loon,
Lloyd
Hunxuker, 205
furniMied.
is a patient at a local hospital.
West ('old avenue.
A. L. Martin and Will L. Porter
field, of the real estate firm of Por
FOR I1EXT Nice three room apart
ment, hot and cold water, electric
terfleld & Co., go to El Paso tonight
housekeep
on business to be gone a few days,
liehtn. furnished for
205
ing.
US. Lloyd Hunsaker,
repre
C. J. Dawes. New Mexico
West Gold avenue.
sentatlve of the Murray Mercantile
company of Denver, Colo., Is In the WANTED
Three painters at once;
city today, visiting local merchants.
also housekeeper who can cook.
('oilmen's Employment Agency.
J. F. Huckle, manager of the Har
vey news and curio service, who was A LADY here from'the east will (five
In the city for several days, left early
medicated baths and electricity
this morning for Kansas City on the
for all kinds of rheumatism.
nire
Chicago limited.
all chronic and
stomach trouble,
.
Call from 1 to 4
tiervouu
Charles N. Etue, formerly Janitor
413
Sixth street.
North
University
of
o'clock.
gardener
the
at
and
Xew Mexico, and family, have gone
to Kansas City, where they will make
Nen arrivals for the week: Brus
sels aad velvet carpets. Thirty new
their future home.
patterns
of rockers to select from at
C. H. Chandler, II. E. Chandler and
New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Miss li. Chandler, residents of Chi Futrelle's Furniture Emporium.
cago. who have been touring through
Mexico, stopped at the Alvarado this
Snralns Uulckly cur.'. I.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
morning. They left for the Pacific
Bathe the parts freely with ; Cham Family Size, each, 25c,
coast today.
berlalr.'s Pain Balm and giv-- thenMrs. C. F. Jones, of Xew York City, absolute rest, an! a quick cure Is cer-- I
Medium Size, each, 15c.
passed through Albuquerque today on tain. For sale by all drugsiats.
the California limited, en route to
Small Size, each, 10c.
spend the summer with her mother
'I.KT V MAN DO A TIIINti IV- Mrs. Herman (Jerhardt. at Los An rOM
Stock, Nothing
Fancy
WFXIj
AND TIIF.
All Imported, Extra
PAU AJIL Y
geles.
WOULD WILL MARK. A PATH TO
Market.
Finer on the
Mrs. A. C. Emery, of 707 South HIS HOOK."
KVK.K NOTICI-- : HOW
Third street, has received word of THE STAIRWAY TO THU COMM.
San
In
.
of
KIj
.S
husband
AW
death
her
the
AY
IS WOUN
IH
HOI
Francisco.
The death was sudden.
Mr. Emery was formerly a plumber T0NIGHTI
TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
In Albuquerque.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Herbert Romero, who has been em ELEPHANT.
plov.Ml in the local offices of the San
The Season's Newest
o
ta Fe, and mother, have gone to
toe, from
to
top
pain,
from
For
Aguas Callentes, Mexico, where Mr. any cause, apply Dr. Tiiomas .ciec- and Latest.
ltomero will work for the Central trlc On. Pain can t stay wnere it i
Mexlcano railroad.
used.
Uf)2
Hen Spits, one of the best known
justices of the peace in Kansas City,
We have Just received a ilne of I
11.
of
Kansas mens ana a jr., ens eriy cani.11 ox
W. Hoxmeyer.
Mo., and
Cltv. arrived here this morning from fords, with BOid leather sole, that
El Paso. They leave tonight lor Cali are unsurpisic i t r comfort, at the
to our Increased Business we have
Is thft nlflr.R for fash- fornia.
same time th?y li'ok neat anil lit well.
; May's Shoe Stort
sfc
$P
Dr. Morrison, chief surgeon of the Price. il.r0.
found it necessary to move into
Innahlfi anrl tlmfilv
314 West Uiilroad aveiui.
Santa Fe coast lines, with headquar
locatters at Los Angeles, arrived In the
will
be
we
future
the
in
and
city this morning on train Xo. 2. He WANTED
Position as lob composi
spent the morning at the Santa Fe
tor la Kood office. First class man.
ed
0
ot
Pacific hospital.
Don't drink and can give best of
Would!
family.
Man
of
references.
principal
Vaughn,
former
John II.
High Grade Shoes
prefer to work under contract.
of the Roswell high school, is visit
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
ing in Albuquerque. Mr. Vaughn has
La. State salary when writing.
accepted the chair of history in the
Our Specialty
L,as Vegas Normal scnooi ana win
will be glad to serve the public
VAXVS XKW t'OUXTAIX F
Where
we
begin his work there at the opening
KEAL COLD DUIXKS.
of the school next fall.
ot
o
ot
.0
in the past
Frank H. Strong, of Temple Lodge
THE IHU SALE
The IDEAL SHOE STORE
No. , Masons, received a telegram
now soIiik on at the Cash Buy
Is
Ariz., ers
last night from Tombstone.
gee some ui
sure
ana
on.
ni
lie
I
stating that Albert C. Holand, a resi- these tiiir bargains:
Leon
ertzog, Manager
was killed Amltjo
dent of Albuquerque,
J2.95
shoes
there yesterday. The message said Burton $3.50
$2.50
Shoes
13.50
214
Hros."
West Railroad Ave
SO 2 West Railroad Avenue.
that the deceased was a member of Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
the Albuquerque temple, but Mr. Girls'
$l.a0 Shoes,
$1.35 and
Strong said this morning that Rol
$100
sizes 9to 2
Oxfords, all reduced.
$3.00
to
25c
Waists,
Ladies'
XCRSr.
$4.50
Mri. A. II. Meyer, t16 SouUi Tldrd Ladies' Skirts. 60c to
I m nor ted Chlnaware.
half price.

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools S

White
Refrig-

LAWN
MOWERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

-

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

I

dis.-ase-

321-32-

xr

Clothes

ZWEIGART

HIE

4

After buying a suit to find
that the blamed thing began
to twist and get out of shape
as soon as the dampness or
summer heat began to take
n
dope?
out the
It's enough to give a man a
"grouch," for if clothes are sincerely

I

Lamb

i

Co.

MATTEUCCI BROS.
Tbon
W. Tijerns Aye.

r

;i'rs'ii:f.i

Groceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
Grocery

I

A

XT

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

The Champion

110T.

flat-iro-

km;

querque.

Assortment of Pickard's

D

gljfo

MARKET

!rau

Mrs. Jerrv II. Pierce and children.
and Mrs. Hlfe and children, of Iis
Veiras. are visiting friends In Albu

Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass
HICKOX-MAYNAR-

Did You Ever
Get Mad

ffi

MEAT

d

last night.

Hand Painted China
The

Mr.

strong would like to receive Informa- i.'in.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
church will be Ivld tomorrow as fol
lows:
Sabbath school. 10 a. m.:
morning service, 11, and evening setv- ice at 7:30.
The funeral if Mrs McOllllvrny
will tk
place from the residence,
:i7 South Arno street, tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clo k. Rev. J. H. Heald
wil lotllclate.
Interment at Fuirvitw
cemetery.
T. I'. of
The meeting ,,f the W.
N'eiv Mexico is li session at the home
f Mrs Ueorge learning.
on East
Railroad avenue, this afternoon. Sev
present
delegates
and til"
eral
aio
pl.iee of the annual territorial W. '
T. I convention will be decided u
at the meeting today.
S. W. Worthy, of Chicago, one of
the directors of the Rluewater I'eve!
opment company, was In Albuquer
iue today. While here. sir. wormy
held a conference with E. Z. Ross,
local manager, and W. F. Shelton. of
Kansas Cltv. n'lother director. Messrs.
helton and Ross leave for Bluewater
tonight to Inspect their Interests
there.
enobla Sanches, who was arrested
at Alainogoroilo early In the week on
warrant charging him with the
murder of O W. MeComber, com
initted In 1901. was safely lodged In
the county Jail last night. Sancheslefu-eto discuss the murder of Mcomber this morning, but said that
lie was glad to be back In Bernalillo
county.
This week, bargains In millinery.
Miss Lutz. ZOS South Second street.
Rest couches, felt mattresses, child s
roiling chairs, chiffoniers, cots andbook cases are among the new arrlv1s for the week at Futrelle s Furnit
street
ure Kmnonum. corner
and Coal avenue.
.
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evening citizen.

ALBUQUERQUE

rAGB EIGHT.

IMPORTED MACKEREL

Just what you
want.

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Juswhat

you

uccu

u-.-

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
in cotton
"rubber.
Reels,
Mowers,
Lawn
Hose
and
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Anewupply of Garden Hose, both

Diamond

Store

Owing

Quarters
at

Larger

t

502 West Railroad Ave.

as

THE

EIERITT

Ideal Shoe

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry. Cut r.la. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKE DEAL.

AVE.
We invite

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.

Coffee.

1'kB

1

H

15c

lb

25c
cans No. 2 Tomatoes
And hundreds of other bargains.
Come and look.
o
Good men, with clean
WANTED
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good terri
tory In New Mexico and Arizona
onen.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
gers. Commercial Club building.
This week, bargains in millinery,
Miss Lutz, 20$ South Second street.
3

Spring I'nJtru'car $1.00 to $6.00 a Suit

If You Have an Odd Figure,
Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOCmade Suit and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures for
fifty 'years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
is all you have to do about it.
try-o- n
H

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Wm. CHAPLIN

Harvesting Machinery

riNE FOOTWEAR
Agents For
TORSMEIM SHOES
121 ft. R. Ave.

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit
E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

Wholesale Distributors

122 South Second

New Line

Just Rece.ved

MISS C. P. CRANE

5 2 North Second
1

Street

Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

EOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Auoclstlon Offlc
TmataotloDt

CuarMafu

ROSENFlEt D'S,

1

18 W,

R.R, All

Not Made by the Trust

O Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost

it
S

- - -

Less for Repairs - - -

K

FULLY WARRANTED

IQ

I jr Prices
Write
rrt

mouth rimt
its,40I,na.doa.ttr.North
rintBtroot

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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